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necessity,
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then true taste is ut::ii:n>ut::u
art corrupted.
This form of musical pleasure that I have just been
tipeakiug 6f is mainly a physical effect; it is mere sensa·
tion, an action upon the nervous system producing an
agreeable feeling. Now, when these agreeable sensations are considered as something more than pleasant
sounds, when they &re received by th81> soul itself and
idealized, when the emotional nature is stirred by a sense
not ?~ the agreeablene.ss of these t?nes merely, but by
reahzrng that the musical work which they compose is
expressive, then we have the high.er kind Qf musical enjoyment, which I call the emotional or res~hetic. This
deep spiritual pleasure is better than any words can
describe. When you have listened to one of Beethoven's
~rand adagios, you feel thrilled by an emotion that is not
.due merely to the pleasant quality of the sounds that the
instrumen~ produces, nor to any appreeiation that you
may have of the composer's learnrng and skill. This
:resthetic faculty lies so far back of the mere organs of
hearin' that
can feel this pleasure even in silence,
by callmg up
memory some beautiful melody or harmony that we have heard. It is so independent of mere
sound that we may be snre that the deaf Beethoven experienced the very highest mll8ical rapture when the
,glorious themes of his symphonies first rose in his mind.
This iesthetic pleasure is the final end to which every
work of art tends; ~his emotional stirring is aroused not
by melody, harmony, rhythm or tone-color in themselves
:a.lone, but only when they are considered a11 the materials
by which an ideal of beauty that lies latent in the soul is
ma.de real.and comes back to ul tn clear form from the
world outMe• .No art is able to arouse amc!,i an intensity
.of feeling as music, and these .emotions are· not less
pleasurable because they are vague and indefinite.
"The strong feelings," says the German critic Hansliok, ·
~'which musicawakes out of their half slumber, and
.all. th.e sw.eet.. al well··· •as. painful· moods in10 which she
.lull• ull half-dreaming;-we nu111t not undervalue these.
It bel~ngl to:the
est, most sa.luta.ry myaterie1 tha.t
Al'toan·Callfo"'11
.emotion• ·without earthly cau1e,
·~-~,
~of God~'!.· .. ·
·
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is not
to shallow and wo1.rtl1Ie:3s
art, which
not help you
asE1ociatiion and familiarity
one comes to understand
realize that the spirit of
standard of beauty that we
our
only fragmentary and incomplete.
effort to broaden it and make it
more to the standards that exist in
ms~tEirp:iecies of the arts which the cultured
true and immortal. We must lay
prejudice, realizing that our own
necessarily imperfect. When we come
some famous work which ·seems to be outour sympathies,
should not say, "I find no
pleasure in this ; I will let alone and go to something
that I can understand;" but rather, •'This work bears
the name of an artist whom the best judges have pronounced to be great, and the work is called one of his
masterpieces. I cannot see its beauty, but that must be
because I am not yet educated to it ; I will study it, and
perhaps, by and by, I shall appreciate its qualities.".
You may be sure that such a disposition will finally be
gloriously rewarded. Every student ·ought to be con·
stantli' under the influence of some great master. It
one were to study every day for six months the masterpieces of Greek sculpture, architecture and poetry, the
result would be an elevation of taste and a sharpening
of the resthetic perception which would be of incalculable benefit to his whole intellectual life. If one should
take Dante's" Divine Comedy" right into his every-day
hfe for a year until he had fairly risen to the height of
its sublime imagery and aspiration, he would never again
feel any admiration for the shallow sentiment and the
cheap adornment of the transient novelists and versifiers
of the day. So every student; c..f music should have at
hand _for daily study such works as the sonatas and symJJhomes of Beethoven, the Well-tempered Clavichord of
Bach, the songs of Schubert and Schumann or Wagner's
GRAND PREMIUM.
''Lohengrin." One who comprehends such works loves
beauty pure and undefiled. Take every opportunity to
~ear the wo~ks of th~ masters, listen to them i_i.ot passively, but with the mmd on the stretch· to take m every
The publisher will
shade and detail, and then you may be sure that the
emotion ;ou feel is true and healthy, that you are part to the party
author o the work, for you have created it in your soul subscribers between
ane~ 1 that its beauty lives for you, and that you live June 15th, 1889.
more truly and nobly for its influence upon your mind.
. 1. Names· &f those who desire to

" The glorious bursts of harmony that thrilled· and
q~iverl:'d throui'!_ the brain of Handel, the pealing
trmmphs of the Hallelujah Chorusi....the glowing reveries
of Mozart, the gorgeous sonatas of Heethoven, the tender
melodies of.M!'nde.1lsso. hn and all the exquiei.te conceptions
of the moat gifted mMJters, may be only farnt a.nd far oft'
echoes to the gra.nder performances above ; yet, as echoes
they bring down aomething of heavenly music to the eon·
-0eptions of men on earth, and pi'ake us yearn and bend
before· the thought, "if these be ~.. what muat the
realities be I ''
·
U.tlikethe~ble Bens&· Good native taste, though rude, ii aeld<lm wrong, be i.t
.~t.111•·e~te~~natu~l, born in qius..ic, painting, or in song; ht\t thisi a1 W'tlll as other
,1~\loatlQn.: . iome Qf the facoltiea, improves with age a.nd.npenenyd~
-.:AJQl&TROllf<l·
~~lovtl'lot' a1:neie l ha-.,
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THE NEB.YOUS RELATIONS OP PIANOFORTE
PR.A.OTIOE.
BY HENRY G. B,._;N°CB.E'l'T1 M. D. 1

New York.

TnT piano playing involves a heavy outlay of nerve
foroe has doubtless been discovered by a large proportion
of the readers of THE ETUDE, most of whom have heard
experien~d enough of th at particular form of paralysis known as pianists' cramp, to wish to guard them·
.elves from its .attack. The idea is pretty commonly
diffused that this disorder is due to overwork in practicing, but just what is overwork for any individual may not
.perhaps ~ '°/lain to him as to relieve him of all anxiety
lest he shoal suddenly break down, from cramp, at
one of the most important stages of an artistic career.
Wb .t is pianists' cramp, and what is overwork? become,
then, two questions of great interest to a large class of
music students. ·
The nervous system presides over all
functions and
actions possible to th~ human body.
is a marvelously
complicated affair, the most highly organized creation
known to scientists. Its ultimate component parts-the
nerve cells-are extremely minute microscopic objects,
numbered in millions, and each concerned with a single
one of the very numerous fragments into
the simplest act may be analyzed. It is animated
its
by a mysterious something which, for lack
we call nerve-force, and its com1Jlexil;y
among other things, to secure
,,..,'h,,."h'°
a period ofrest between repetitions
enable it to sufficiently recover its power
before it is again called into action. Every part
body, in order to maintain itself in health, must
:rest longer than it works. Even the
throbbing
heart submits to this law, and is
beats
it is contracted in
or mind necessitates ..i.,,Rtr111r>tinn
noticeable in the
1n,1nlv1nu the bringing
stream, the removal of the
the absorption, during the rest
terial in place of th<Jt destroyed.
If a nerve cell fails to obtain its proper rest
ment,
to be relieved of its worn-out
express
the subject, in accordance
liar function,
by weariness, which soon
general, then by exhaustion, then
pain or spasm,
finally by ceasing to act, which
absolute
of feeling, or power of motion, as the case may he,
the pa.rt relatP-d to the particular nerve cell which has
~ven out. Proper attention given to the
forms
m which nerve cells make their complaints,
ward off
the later and more serious forms. In othet words, resting when tired will prevent pianists' cramp.
Besides nourishment and rest, health involves propor·
tionate activity of all the powers and facul~ies of body
and mind. All the bodily organs are interdependent,
&nd digestion, circulation, locomotion, respiration, and
even ideation, with all the other functions, must go on
proportionately in order to maintain any one of them at
its highest efficiency. Profortionately~f course, does
not mean equally, for we al select our.channel of high·
est activity and do our principal work in one direction;
but none of us can wholly neglect the use of any part of
his body and continue in perfect health.;
exert any one.portion of our bodies or minds
due proportion' without entailing evil consequences,
such results will follow more quickly the smaller ia
part of mind or body excessively employed.
Proportion can be restored in two ways,· either by
decreasing the member in excess, or increasing the mem·
bers that are deficient. A great deal of what is called
overwork would be far more correctly named underwork,
for if the idle portions of the body were but moderately
exerted, the . parts said to be overworked might even
1:1afely bear an increase of the demands upon them. In
answer to our question, what is overwork? then, we
may 1:1ay it is any work continued after the sensation of
weariness is experienced, and to avoid it we will have to
determine whether our weariness depends upon that
thorough exhaustion which is only to be overcome by
sleep, or upon the cry of a special nerve·centre for nourishment ·or the removal of debris, or upon the demand
of that nerve-centre for opportunity.to l'estore its integ·
rity by .means of nourishment provided but not assimila~d. Thtii. proper/rotection, in the fitat case, is sleep,
in the se~onl! is foo and vigorous gener11l'exercise calcnl~ted to stimulate t~e digestive and especially the cir·
\ cmlatory organs, and m the third case change of employ•ent. Within bounds all our powers grow by use, if we
o'6ey the .laws of their growth ; and by -~fing proper
heei:t to weariness and to proportionate actifity of other
organs we .can develop any faoult)' to its highest ca.paeity.· for work without pcri6cing health.
eataJ> ·:
'ply one >~~p,reuion of nervous
Pia.ni
~~~au . ., ·. ~Jt ~.ti disA~, .arid hence any treat-
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or'lig&D) · f his hand, arid then gain much from local
treatment,
t his is not a case of pianists' cramp,
although his symptoms may seem to him to be the mune
and in the same locality as are those of that disease.
He has simply a local disease of the hand, while a
patient with true pianists' cramp has a disease located in
the central nervous tract, and giving symptoms which are
referred by consciousness to the hand, although not
actually present there.
Nervous disorders always express themselves
tions in those parts with which the affected nerves
relation. The special work of the pianist involvm1
vigorous use of a comparatively small portion of
nerve centres. Very often the pianist belongs to
passionate or emotional class of beings who waste an
enormous amount of nerve force in getting through
every-day life; and many more hard-working students
of the instrument are occupied with school studies during much of the time not spent at the piano or in sleep,
and neglect the vigorous general exercise neceRsary to
maintain appetite, digestion and circulation in proportionate'activity. The nourishment for the bus.:i:- cells
crowds about them in the sluggish blood stream, causing
a congested area in ~he spine between the shoulders ; . th.e
debris of worn-out tissue accumulates and acts as an 1rntant producing neuralgic pains; and the exhausted cells
the~selves, or some of them, finally refuse to perform
their functions, and immobility, spasm,
collapse or
pain is the result in hand, finger or arm,
case
The
of pianists'

a
is better than cure
of every one. The general
show how it is to be secured.
the last degree in their
specialize
the value of
Brotherhood Technicon
n1<::1u1laL1.uM:: that process.
Practice
intended
fix impressions upon nerve ·centres, and
briefer
interval between repetitions of single impression, and
the more highly individualized it
the quicker the result
will he obtained, the longer it
be retained, and the
leRs nerve force will be wasted upon extraneous actions a consiide,raible
and impressions. The Technicon, properly used, specializes practice, and it thus helps to protect from pianists'
by reducing waste of nerve force, lessening the
required to accomplish any result, and improving
the quality of the discipline of practice to the nerve cells.
It is therefore an economizer of nervous energy-a thing
which cannot be said of dumb pianos or of most of the
mechanical aids to finger development. Nerve force is
an expensive product of physiological activity, which it
is well always to use economically. By studying to so
use it, by listening to Nature's first intimation of weari·
ness, and by carefully providing for the needs of every
part of the body in the matters of food, rest and exercise,
overwork, pianists' cramp, nervous exhaustion, and most
other diseases can be effectually and permanently avoided.
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BY EUGENE THAYER. 1 MUS, DOO.

Oun next question is, How to study?
Firstly, find a good teacher; in fact, find the best one
possible. He is one who has already produced successful
students. If he has not done this for others, there is
little assurance that he can do it for you. Try no experimen ts, for the success of a lifetime is at stake. You tlave
only one chance, and you cannot afford to take risks.
Your first reply will be, "Oh, their prices are so high I
cannot afford to take lessons of them." Not so; they
cost less than poor teachers because you do not have to
take so many lessons. Two years with a good (the best)
teacher will cost you from isoo to $1000. You will then
he self-sustaining and can go further or not as you please.
.l!'ive years with a common teacher will cost as much
money, at the end of which you will not be self-sustaining,
and, in fact, not much better than when you started.
''The best is the cheapest'' was said thousands of years
ago. Truth never changes, and this saying has not been
altered by modern experience.
Secondly, find a good pupil. This means one who loves
music. If yon only like it, or admire it, you had better
keep out of it, for your success will be as small as it is
brief. In fact, if you do not feel impelled (notice the
word) to go into it, keep out of it altogether. lf you find
yon can postpone it comfortably, keep out of it. If ,rou ·
find you do Rot suffer without good mu11ic, keep out of it.
In 8bort, if you find you can do without it, just let it alone
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point of being either

as

just
much "
and light," . &S the ilate
Matthew Arnold
to call it, as possible. E.terc;iMs
awhile, then pieces awhile. Not all of. either~
2. There is no short and easy receipt for case& of thie
kind. If it be carelessness, the remedy is to !ecure
pupil's attention. If it be honest stupidj,ty, you ~t.~
the best you ca~. In almost all c&Ses where one 6n&Hy
of good
~t is the. result of ~m* J&
endless repetitious~. Rimember bow many
yon
have tO be told
thing before you really know
in such manner that it
becomes a part of your mental life and tur·nu1tui11g.
pupil is young; her mind untrained ~ she will
times as many repetitions. There i11 no way
them. Thia is what you are paid to _do. In

OONOERT ·PBOGBUDlES.
W. 8, B. MATHEWS.

.A..rtJWlf' Foote,· Boston.
Chifoonne in G major, Hrendel; Fantaisie, Op. 17,
Schumann; ''The Panisy '' and "The Yellow Daisy,"
E. A. MacDoweU, C. F. Webber, (Words b1 Mrs. De·
land);" Die Tauben-Post," Schubert; "Spring Song,"
Mendelesohn; Gavotte- in F major, Op. 34, Wilson G.
Smith; Etnde in C sha:rp minor, Op. 28, No. 3, Barca·
l'OUe in F minor, Rubinstein; Rhapsodie in B minor,
Op. 79, No. 1, Brahms; Rondo in E fiat major, Field;
:Songs, ''I Shot an Arrow," Henschel, C. F. Webber;
" The Siesta,'' Clarence Marshall ; Variations Serieuses,
-Op. 64, Mendelssohn ; Italian Concerto, Bach ; From
" Voyage auto11r de la Chambre," Op. 140, No. 8, Cap·
>Ifoe on the Duet from ''Der Freischii.tz," Op. 127, No.
2, Heller-; Serenade, Op. 18, No. 7, Capriccio, from
Suite, Op. 15, Foote; Sonata No. 2, in A major, Op.
100, for Viotin and Pitrnoforte, Brahms; Variations
Symphoniques, Op. 18, Schumann ; Five silhouettes,
Op. 8, Dvorak; Menuet in G major, Paderewski; "!sol.den's Liebes-Tod," Wagner-Liszt.

Toronto, Canada,

Ooiu~atory

of Music.
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HumorVocal,

Qp. 35,

Vocal,
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Lewis Music School, Woburn, Massachusetts.
Pianoforte, Prelude and Fugue in C sharp Major, J.
S. B11.ch; Rondo in A major, F. J. Haydn; Violi.n and
Pianoforte, Fantaisie, (On Motives from " William_ Tell,
C. de Beriot and G. A.. Obsorne i Pianoforte, Sonata,
Op. 26, L. Van Beethoven; Yiolin, Fantasie, "I Lornbardi,1 1 (with Pianoforte Accompaniment,) H. Vieuxtemps; Prelude, Op. 27, No, 2, Ilvier Scharwenka;
Etude, Op. 18, No. 8, Moritz Moskowski i Berceuse,
(r... ullaby), Charles Gounod; Valse brillante, Op. 169,
No. 2, Joachim Raff i TranscriptiQn, '' Old Folks at
Home," Op. 86 1 8. B. Mills; Gavotte, Op. 121 Louis
Pabst.

Papil!J of Miss Tersir Beckman, Kenton, 0.
(a) Romanze, Op. 28, No. 2, Schumann; (b) Trill
Study, Schulhoff; Vocal, ''Sing, Smile and Slumber,"
Gouuod; Pia.no, Little Kinderga.rten Pieces; Piano,
· · C S
C haconne, D ura.n.d ; P ia.no, (a) Sonatma.
m a teibelt;
(b) Wa.lt.Z, A~ Geibel i Piano, Little Kindergarten Pieces;
Pia.no, (a) Little Swiss Scene, :Qurg~'ilUer j {b) Waltz,
Gurlitt :.· Pia.no, B.a.b.i.Ua~e •..• Dnra.rid :· Voca.l, La. Serena.ta,
Schubert; Pia.no. (a) ooturne! Op. 9,9No. 2, Chopin;
(b) Impro~ptu, Op. 14~, F minor, Schubert.
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No. U~, IJ.endelaohn ; i:u1nv .h-.na, .Schumann ; . The
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to get a
and does not
in her old way,
not possibly play <'o:rrPl't.1v
What is the opinion
2. The second
cussed
What on
either
Time
time, and time again, do you
to do certain things, things not hard in thE:m1!el 1ves
or difficult if done slowly), as, for instance,
aloud in strict time, or lifting each finger
height, or being very careful about connecting
so
to obtain a good and clear legato, and you do
them in the lesson very carefully and thoroughly,
say, "Now, when you. practice, practice just exactly
as I have told you and as you have done in the lesson."
The next time the scholars come for the lesson they play
as though they had not the slightest idea of what you had
told them, although they said that they had understood
perfectly what w~s said in the previous lesson. I have
s9metimes said that if scholars would only do what the
teacher told them, and followed out his directions closely,
as they would a physician's direction who was writing
out a recipe for them to get put up as medicine, and how
to take it, etc., teaching would not be as wearing and
exhausting as it is at the present time. It is a pleasure to
teach even rather dull scholars, if they will only try to
do the best they can, and what their teachers tell them.
But, what are you going to do with the scholars who
won't do what you tell them so clearly to, and what is in
their power to do (I never require the impossible), not
from obstinacy, but from inattention and carelessness,
perhaps ; who, knowing what you want done, will not do
it or try to do it in a thorough manner? I would like
both of these questions answered and discussed, and
would like to hear the opinions of as many teachers who
are interested, and have had similar experiences.
·
I ·
h r
•
•
ANs.-1. t 1S not easy to answer t e 1oregomg questwn,
and perhaps it would be as well simply to leave it open for
those to treat who have a call to such topics. However,
there is only one possible.solution. It is that pupils who
1 d.
h
I
h
d'ffi l ·
ha'Vep aye , no matter ow ong, nor ow i cut pieces,
if they cannot play legato, they must be taught to do so;
and this will take a vast amount of patience, oftheir own
and the teacher's as well. Both parties have to summon
all their fortitude. The teacher must state the matter as
easy as he can, but when, WI is often the case, the want
of legato is due to inherent poverty of musical feeling, it
will bea considerable time before he will be able to get
a real start of true legato. Mason's two-finger exercises
in broken thirds, "clinging touch," are the very best
possible for inducing sensitiveness in the finger points,
lack of which is often,,one of the missing links of the de...·red leaato. Then., too, one can do a· great deal bv
., . • c·~-bl . • .
Th
..
-.. ... · fi . "
al!lngn~ng & Sllh.a e pleCe.
ere &re C0natn .· -~~
pieces which, if p~acticed rapidly, conduce involuntarily
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Urt," Beil~el; ~pd tlie ~~gEindai~d hi~h f,~ a~rikinr •Ji~le t~' Wii•t is
\'!,1'Jf.f'~i~ .~~ v'rylo~. ?-'h'e ~o~ ~!d. ,~.~~l~n•i:a ~··W..'+ H
sUCce8f !here " fliglt wnli ~\fora " P1tib: ~ll'l'
~;.·.raabr
Wifli·:tih.ill oJus' ~, riupfl8':tlii: , · ·...... · if ... .
'",' AiA
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THE SP.EOI!L FEATURES

f ml.. v- ,,_, n ·
•
~
th co in• vM'r a
o A-i•e .r. ou 66 3 '-'ompanwn. ior
e
m a .1-7 .'''" ....
announced in the colored souven.ir we have ~~
include si.utlrial storiest a.nd one lfondred and~~
stories, fuU~i. .llustra.t.ed. Als.o .tales. of a.dven~ttri ·~
· l , h ttUIOrf?
·
ti:ated. skete ~so f trave
b1st?nc!'1 a.rticl~, h_ouse~old arti
dot4'1t-.ti.-lyed1tonals on.
y and whole ~· ·~
Co~panima hail •oil i. ~li.ce in.~

a

to a finger movement. LitoUl''.- Spinnlied ill one of D<! o.tlier ~.r,.andm-lit~d ed~~
thel!le. A pupil with a bad legato might not be able tO unlbon fa.mibu. t:Y ho.u its ~ubl

pra.~tice tlHs rllo'tt1y to•.advantagt,, fo .conaeqtlen~ ~f tile
habit of employing an &rm motion ._,,herever there h:ap~
pen.~d .to.~· tim,e.. en. o.u11h. to·.' le.·H·H·n· .. The.··.•.m.~ pup.il.'..
~~;'~~~· "Ni~~t8in,~~1 ~nth~ ~""$"'Smart. · ··' however, if 'made to playflieae r.nnne~ fatandU.ah~
.Wufminmr C~i,.
~ington, .&.1 T. JI. will often get jns't th~ ~~ght.~oveme!lt. ... The 1'\lns ~ ~
4&«atin. .«Jicali Director.
practi~ed at a mo~etate, sp~d .i~ the .t<>ucli b~ itegt S<>f\

0•~··1~~r

ANs.-An eminent surgeon, Dr. E. Hartley Pratt,
whom the above question was submitted, aninvers that
the trouble is nervousness. He recommends w.11;a"'~"'~•
rubbing upwards from the points of the fingers. A
cine called "Hotchkiss' Specific" was mentioned,
if these
or work too
mitten or
shield,
be worn at night.
Meanwhile the practice should not be more than half ail
hour at a time, nor for any excessive amount during
I should recommend, upon my own responsibility,
the practice be done softly, with as
1.
as the hand can employ,
slowly.
pain
ably due to
tension of muscles not em·
ployed in
by
sympathy
the muscles actually doing work.
when the practice is done softly, in other words,
is reduced to the lowest
co11sH1telU with causing the keys to move the hammers at
all, the provocation is reduced to its lowest terms. H i1
likely that after a short time of this kind of practice
the patient will overcome the difficulty i or, more
perly, the difficulty will vanish of its own
Something can be done by a voluntary "letting
the nerve -pressure by actual exercil}e .of will.
pupil will experiment until she becomes
the difference in her mental and muscular state
"let go" and when " nerved up" for
ing to her present habit, she will presently
direct and control the flow of the nerve force, and thi1t
trouble will disappear. I should have more oon!idenee
in this method, myself, than any surgical or mediCl!i
appliances. When these have been tried, it wiil
interesting to others to. know whether they rune succeeded.
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Yon waste you~ergies, mental and physical.. Practice a difficult p&Ssage one hand at a time, always softly,
till sure of certainty as regards not_es and fingering.
When tolerably sure with each hand alone, then combine
a phrase at a time.
The above plan will be found
pupils practicing from sixty to 11e1rnr1tv-.nv·e nunu~:i; :11.
-practice arranged something

farther
; but a glance at almost
any
"of re~ent concert programmes will show
how general is this habit of devoting one's self to difficult
IT may be confidently stated th~t the lack of systematic
pieces, to the almost entire exclusion of simpler works.
~oforte pl'aetiee · is a reason _for so few really great
And in
we
not forget the reflex result of
pianists in ..America. We have, it is true, many very
Clever manipulators of the ivories, but among them we
all this, on the general
and life of the performer·
find no Lissts, Rubinsteins or Blilows.
upon the audience" as "well. This reasonless love.A.re not. the greater number of .American instructors
cannot be limited to one's music ; it· will.
o_nly too willing to experiment with their pupils instead T<>nh"'""'" (exercises) early as possible ............ 10 to
to other affairs of daily character- building,.
of pursuing some well planned course of study? If there ULIAl.l>'••••••••"''••"•••••••••••••.,•••••••••••••••••""•••"••20 to 30
is a lack of adherence to system among teachers, what
where its eradication is still more difficult.
Intermission.
can we expect of pupils?
Then, too, all this glamour seriously affects
How many readers of this article can state that they Piece ......................................................... 30 to 35
earnest student who may have begun with more
have, even for the past quarter, since the summer vacacan ambitions, with a desire to study music for what it exPupils
to 120
tion, pursued some well outlined plan of pianoforte prac- arrange
ti~ and adhered to it strictly?
presses and for its legitimate influence on humanity~
(Begin early
How many can state that they have given regular time,
He sees the
carried away by a certain merit wholly
daily, to their practice?
applauding most where manual orextrinsic
music,
How many can state what their intentions are in relavocal dexterity is the greatest and ignoring the soul of
tion to their practice for the coming week, e rnn?
Intermission.
Is it not true that, as a general thing, one practices as
music, wherever by accident this might for a moment
they feel like doing on the spur of the moment? Does Study (advance).
............... 20 to 30 appear.
own estimate of musical excellence
any one make a success in business by simply working
to undergo a radical
He
when disposed and neglecting opportunities at other
things
has loved for themselves to
times? No lasting success comes to any one without hard Piece ........................................... _. .............. 30 to 40 patiently from
. and earnest work. Skipping a music lesson to see a game
those that better please the nervous public,
gradually
For from 120 to 180
of baseball does not make a pianist. Neglect
loses
purity of taste, his love for music per se, as he
(Before 9 o'clock !'.
tice because one does "not feel like it t@l-day:,"
not
himself more and more drawn into the giddy
go a great way toward bringing America.. into prominent
chapter 't
pool of executive display. But why
notice as an artist-producing country.
'
The sooner American
and
On the other hand, as the earnest musician grows older,
pupils alike-pursue their
on
he begins to think more for himself, instead of accepting
the sooner will Americans come to
in
as
the verdict of
musically uneducated publjc.
of the musicians of the world. It is the object of this
He asks himself why it is
he is so moved by certain _
article to awaken an interest in this matter-to bring
about a reform. There are many excellent plans to purcompositions, some of which are difficult while others,
sue in arranging a system of practice that shall
equally effective, are
Little by
effectual, and, in outlining the following, the
the
forces itself upon
music possesses a
not, for an instant, wish to have it understood
soul of its own, and that it must be judged by
intrinsic
the only way to solve the problem. No plan,
above plans are simply suggestive.
perfect, can be relied upon as infallible. Different
merits rather
by the superficial
of public
teacher
is
to
like
these.
It
viduals require different treatment. This plan qf!racnoticed
feature connected applause. He thus learns to study into the intended
tice has, in the greater number of instances, p~e sucmatter
the systematic arrangement. With meaning of what he plays or sings, far more
to
cessful: Arrange for technical study and practice, as a
rule, to come the first thing in the daily programme of system, success in some degree is assured. Without of its effect on his own
as skillful executant.
practice. Do not simply make technique a mechanical system, there is no chance of great success, if, indeed, Examples of this are
in the concert programmes
matter, but always associate with it the harmonic con- there is any chance for success at all. If, among the
readers of this article, any good results, then well and of some of the most celebrated solo~ts: while they give
struction from which the exercise practiced is derived.
If a scale is practiced, consider, besides the position, good. If, on the other hand, every one '' knows it all,'' much that is technically difficult, they give also
fingering, etc., the intervals composing such scale. and is determined to succeed without any advice, the that is within the execution of amateurs-but how do
Reason out the theoretical development as well as the writer humbly asks of such pardon for taking up their they give it? In such perfection of technique
such
practical. Do not let the mind wander from the matter valuable time. The great obstacle to highest success in
as but comparatively
attain.
m hand-thus avoiding absent-minded playing. He who America seems to be because of the fact that the majority refinement
easily satisfied. Too Their thought
of mere
o:r of mechanical
lacks in art must depend largely on science for .success, of music teachers here
Too much
ambition. " A little exactness, but rather to unfold
and, however talented one may be, no great suc~ss can
hidden beauties and
dangerous
F.
H.
LEwrn.
a
result without hard and enthusiastic work. The giving
to interpret the mysterious language of the composer's
of attention to technique for a few moments at the beginthought. For this, perfect execution is indeed 1ncl!s1[)er1ning of the daily practice is of great value. The fingers
sable; but that great skill may exist without commenbecome '' limbered ; '' the ''stiffness '' of the joints
[For Tim ETUDE.]
duced by the night's rest can be remedied in a few
surate expression is too
evident in the
utes. The whole body is thus awf!lrn_ned gradually
A BETTER STANDARD,
and playing that we so
find heartlei'IS and cold.
made to acquire strength (mental and physical) sufficient
The sooner we learn to reproduce the thought, the
to guarantee good results.
BY STEPHEN A. EMERY.
sentiment of the composer, to play music rather than
How natural it is, if we commence at the proper starting point, to desire to progress-step br step. Take
notes, to use execution, whether simple or difficult, as
Nature for our model; everything develops from a
As one grows older, from year to year, one's estimate means rather than as an end, the sooner will our minds
beginning and gradually becomes perfected s.rstemat- of the relative importance of things usually undergoes
and tastes mature into a ripeness of Jn<:ig;tne11t
ically. We n-everhmm of a success in anything when,
at the beginning, the matter was started on a wrong important changes, and nowhere more than in music. refinement of appreciation that shall
plan. The greater the progress the greater the success. The young musician, whether vocalist or instrumentalist, teries in art otherwise unknown.
Let us apply this reasoning to our subject. The exercise realizing the difficulties of fine :execution, feels that the
leads to the etude or the study. The study is the link principal concentration of study and effort should be in
connecting the exercise with the piece or greater work.
So, having given a few of the earliest moments to the this direction ; and he is still further lured on by the
RHODE ISLAND MUSIO TEAOHERS.
exercise, noticing our progress with positions, fingering very laudable satisfaction he experiences as he overand technical part of playing, t~en let us proceed pro- comes obstacle after obstacle and begins to fancy himself
gressively and take up the study-noticing not only the '
f
· ,, M
h
b d
THE aooual meeting of the Music Teachers' A.ssociaoreover, t e a un ant tion in Rhode Island was held in Blackstone Hall, Provitechnical, but the artistical as well ; the shading, the ' master o the situatwn.
applause
evoked
by
each
exhibition
of
executive
skill
is
dence,
Friday, November 9th. There were morning
.rhythm, the tempo, the phrasing, etc. Combine in the
study the technical with the artistical. Give equal atten- a great temptation to every youth to seek celebrity in the afternoon, and evening sessions. The new officers elected
tion to both.
line of brilliant, astonishing, amazing performance's. were: Robert Bonner-.lr·President; Irving P. Irons,.
Having thus proceeded, take a rest, if, indeed, you
Treasurer; and H. C. MacDougall (24 Summer Street,
have not already. .An intermission should be taken, as To a certain extent, this ambition is commendable,. so Providence), Secretary. A prize was offered by a gena rule, after the exercise and !Study have received a cer- long certainly as execution is regarded not as an end but tleman, name unknown, for the best anthem.competition.
- tain amount-of eonsideration. Here is the opportunity as a means, not as an opportunity for display but as a to be restricted to resident Rhode Island composers.
for reaction-anything to turn the thoughts into a channel medium for expression. But this is too rarely the case; The usual routine business· was tranM.cted, including a.
-directly away from music study. This plan w.ill be found and as one conquers one technical difficulty after another, resolution of thanks to our retiring President, .A .., A:
most effectual. <it_gives the nerves a change.~--Jt varies
Stanley, who has removed to Ann .Arbor to take the
the monotbny or too close 'an application to 'study. the temptation to concentrate one's entire energies on Professorship of Musicfo the Univemit1 of Michigan.
HavinJ retSted from,. twenty to sixty minutes, and acted manual or vocal dexterity is of constantly increasing
We find considerable difficulty in intereating the Rhodeac_ cord-mg to the a._M_ve idea, then ~o to work with a will 1trength, though it may be unrecognized. The ill effects bland lteachers in the Association. We also -find an
to._co_nqp
__ er_some_d_i_ cu-lt_y in_. t_he path of progress before of o-lving way to this are numerous, prominent among unwillingness on the part, of· most of the teachers to.
,..,.
sacrifice for the i~ts of the .Auociation and for the
· you. - Commence a.t ._once to practice some impprtant
work. __ Do ·not reli!J.qttish your t;uk till some hee.d'way is which may be mentioned the tendenc1 to regard mere profeHion at large. Our experience teaches us that at
•oticea.ble•. .A.void: to<> lollg a practice at one time. ~chnical difficulty as the true ~t_andard ofwo~k, injudg· the Day.of Jud~?'-ent th~se people, on h~ng~abriel'a.
{{:e~P control
'llerYt$· and temper," if necessary. mg of the value of a compo111t1on. .As an inseparable ~orn, will say,_ Oh! Im. 'W· ~or.ry, but I ca,\n t. co-n."·
'
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·
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'
_
w~en
·_get
disco_ur_a_.~e d, but
prac- adju~ct to tpis, arises als~ the too common h~bi~ of
;~~i:; r:~ t~ ~~!Id •· 1!:tfi\1!~!\!~il:~i:
-~~the qq
nd Blower..
The
universal
·
ia 1;0:n
n the di.fticulties arise. Do turntng _away from most pieces that call for but little flgence and e1.Umu1.,_ie tl~e _.. ndual to morit aucceafuL
execution. The natural results of this are too obv:iously work. InteUipntunselfishq~~ pf1.1s.
0. lf.
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HOKE.
THE New York concert season was inaugurated at a
late date this year, and November proved a month of
first concerts. In it-to give precedence to the oldest
existing musical organization-the Philharmonic Society,
Mr. Theodore Thomas, conductor, gave its initial concert of the winter on the 17th, with a programme that
contained Gluck's Overture to "Iphigenia in .Aulis," a
new symphony in E fiat, Goldmark, and some admirable
"Symphonic Variations " on a Bohemian theme, op.
78, Dvorak. The new symphony is a pleasing work of
no great depth. Its effective and graceful Scherzo-the
best movement-is relieved by a trio in which the sustained theme is written for a solo trumpet and resembles
a folks' son~. Herr Emil Fischer was the soloist, his
selections bemg Schubert's ''Der Doppelgii.nge:r" and
"Am Meer," orchestrated by Theodore Thomas, and
the vocal parts of the Finale of "Die Walkue:re," with
which the concert closed. The first Seidl Concert in the
tenth was given at Steinway Hall, and offered Beeth·
oven's "Pastora.le" symphony; an entre act from" The
Three Pintos," Weber; "The Blind Sermon of St.
Francil'I of Assisi," Liszt, orchestrated by Mottl, and
Lalos' Rhapsody for orchestra. Conrad .Ausorge played
the Schubert-Liszt " Wanderer" Fantasia, and Fritz
Kreisler, the young Viennese violinist, made his New
York debut in Mendelssohn's violin concerts.-The first
of the Symphony Society's concerts, Walter Damrosch,
director, produced Bach's "Concerto Grosso," Haydn's
SlmphonI_ in G, Beethoven's "Eroica," and portions
o ''Die Entftlhrung aus dem Serail," Mozart, m which
the vocalists were Mr. ~nd Mrs. Theodore Toedt, Frl.
Traubmann and Herr Mittelhauser.-The Oratorio Society gave Mendelssohn's "Elijah" on the 15th.-The
third and fourth of Van der Stacken series of classical
afternoon concerts took place in N ovembe.r.• At the first
of these concerts Alexander Lambert pThyed Liszt's
" Hungarian Fantasia ; " Max Bendix performed Mendelssohn's violin concerto i Miss Jennie Dutton sang
Scene aux Aria from'' Faust;'' Spohr and the orchestra
contributed the "Oberon'' and" Leonore," No. 3, overtures.-The Beethoven String Quartette's first concert
b.ad the following programme: Rhein berger, Quartet, op.
89, Brahms Trio, op. 101, in C minor, "Theme and Variations," Haydn, for the club, and Mrs. M. Kirpal sang
a number of Lieder by Brahms, Jensen and others. Mr.
Walter Damrosch was the pianist in the Brahms Trio.The first season concerts of the Arion and Liederkranz
Societies also occurred in this month. lit the latter,
Dudley Buck's" The Voyage of Columbus," was sung
the chorus. Mr. S. B. Mills played Schumann's
Concerto, and Mme. Fursch-Madi sang Beethoven's
Perfido. "-The series of Rosenthal concerts was
begun on Nov. 13th, and the first was the occasion of
this virtuoso's debut in New York. He played Liszt's
E fiat concerto with the Seidl orchestra, and hiscLiece de
ruistance was Liszt " Don Juan" Fan~ia, ren ered in
the most finished 11tyle. Master Kreisler performedVieuxtemp' s "Fantaisie Caprice,1' and the orchestra's
members were, among others, Moszkowski's "Fantastic
Procesgion '' and Liszt's Rhapsody, No. 6., arranged for
orchestra.-On the 24th, Mons. Ovidi Mmiin and his
concerl company gave an orchestral concert at the
.Academy of Music. Mr. Van der Stucken led the
orchestra in "Scenes Napolitainer Massenet" and
from ''The Tempest." Van der Stucken and
gave brilliant renderings of Mendelssohn's violin
concerto, and hi.s own,'' Second Caprice de Concert,"
and as encores his" Mazurka" and "The Careival of
Venice. 11 Mrs. Annie Louise sang the Aria of the
Queen of Night from Mozart's ''Magic Flute," and
Proch's Aria and Variations.-The Philharmonic Club's
first concert was given on Nov. 27th. The programme
comprised a new string quartette by Rheinberger, a
Scherzo composed for the club by Dudley Buck, and
Hummel's Septet, with Mr. Richard Hoffman as pianist.
:Mi.1!18 Louiee Sturges sang a Ql~gk aria, and songs by.
Tachaikowsld and Godard.-At.the second-symphony
concerts Moriz Rosenthal performed Chopin's first con
-0erto, and the orchestra's numbers were Brahms' second
17mphony, Overture to "Oberon;" Weber, ·Schubert's
' Unfinishil Symphony," and Mrs. CarL Alves sang
iOnga by Schubert, Schumann and Franz. ,
M1ss Ann11 Aus DBR. Oum was the pianist at the sev•tJ'·eighth recital of the Ladies' Musical Society at
Om.aha on November 2d. She played Schumann's '' Carnaval/' ~oven's" MoonliJht '' Sonata, '4nd Toccata
and Fugue, Bach-Tausig, besides a number. of smaller
works.
B..l.~..\111L J'gtUH'l'Y ~1a7ed at Chicago on November
• · · tion
n1isted of Sonata Chopin, Mill·
~i

\•«".lt

Ma. W.ALTlilR DAMROSCH announces a. 1eries of' three
symphony concerts in Brooklyn, this winter. The performances are to be preceded by a short explanation of
the symphony to be p]ayed illustrated at the piario. The
dates are fixed for November 22d, December 13th and
'February 7th.
.A:r the Rochester, N. Y., festival concerts on
her 27th and 28th, the vocalists were Misses
Winant and Louise Sturges, Mme. Fursch-Madi,
George Prehn. Messrs. Richard Hoffman
Bendix were the instrumental soloists, and the or<!h@1st1~a
was conducted by Theodore Thomas.

,
°" well La
'
"°
among
entire " Ring
chorus numbers eighty-five voices.
TnE New .American Opera Company, Gustav Henrichs, conductor, began a t<:mr of the principal cities of
the United States and Canada at New Haven, on November 19th. The season just closed at Philadelphia
numbered one hundred and fifty-four performances.
A SERIES of popular concerts under Mr. Gericke's
leadership was begun at Music Hall, Boston, on November 7th. Mr. George J. Parker was the soloist of the
first.
THE debuts on .American soil of Moriz Rosenthal, the
Roumanian court pianist, and Fritz Kreisler, the young
violinist, took place at Boston on November 9th. Liszt's
E flat concerto, "Chant Polonais," Chopin-Liszt, with
new variations by Rosenthal, and the " Don Juan "
F
· L'
h'
k bl ·
antasia, iszt, gave t 18 :remar a e vutuoso an opportunity fo:r the display of his crisp touch, absolute certamty
and wonderful technique, while the violinist was success· M d I h ' 8 v·10r c
dH
folly hea:rd m
en e sso n
m oncerto an
ungarian airs, Ernst.
PHILADELPHIA is enjoying a series of free weekly piano
recitals by Mr. Heppe. At the first, Mr. Robert Tempest
was the p~rformer, ~laying
Beethoven's" Sonate Pathe4
tique,'' Hensett's
La Gondole," "Etude Chromatique," Moschelles, "Valse," Dvorak, and Fantasia on
the "Midsummer Night's Dream" music, MendelssohnLiszt.
Mrns EMMA H .um, a pupil of Prof. Karl Klindworth,
will take charge of the piano department of the Elmira
College, N. Y., on January ht.
Ma. EDWARD LLOYD, the English tenor, has been
engaged for the Cincinnati music festival Qf l890, and
after that he will make a professional tour of the United
States.
M:nui:. Eumnm: PAPPENHEIM: has joined the faculty of
C
f M · N y
the National onservatory o
umc, . .
Mrns NEALLY STEVENS began an extended Western
tour at Leavenworth, Kansas, on November 19th.
Mrns MADGE WxmtHAM, violinist, will make her New
York dtbut at the Boston Symphony concert at Steinway,
Hall on December 11th.
Ma. MAX HicINRIOH, the baritone, has gone to London,
Eng., to live. He intends singing in many of the English cities, where he became popular last spring. Emanuel Moor, the pianist, will concertize with him.
,
· R10Hb:O Buax1111sua .J!LVe a Chopin recital before
the Peabody Institute on November 16th.
Ma. Ons.
JAB.TIS .aave the. first of the twent1·1if\b
Series ·Of his clanical Soirees at· the .Academy o line
Arts,: Philadelphia, November 10. The other ~for
this . ..-on ,,.re Dec.15, Jan. 19, Feb. 16, March 16 and
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T·r1E E·TUD.E.
PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

A SoN.A.TIN.A. ALBUM will l?e issued in January. All
works now extant of this kind are in the cheap editions of
Peters, Litolff, etc., and contain only old works. In this
_WITH this issne a very large number of our paid-up new work of ours many modern pieces will be included.
aubscriptions expire. Jost at this time we are setting up' As much as possible only one piece by an author will
in type 011r entire subscription li!t. If you receive a appear, but that will be one of the choicest. The pieces
"Notice of Expiration" with this issue, please inform selected for our album are much simpler than are fonnd
the publisher at once if you wi._sh the paper stopped, and in, for instance, Kohler's Sonatina. Album, published by
sa;.-e the trouble and expense of setting your name in Peters, as we are convinced that many of Kohler's selectype.
tions are too difficult. We will, as Kphler has done, in_ TRI: ETUDJC is dependent, for its support, chiefly on elude other pieces besides sonatinas.
We claim supeteachers who take the journal and recommend it to riority for the forthcoming work over all such works, on
pupils. Teachers might use THE ETUDE more than they the following important features: The variety of pieces
do to awaken a greater interest among their pupils. THE by the best writers ; the work of editing; every P.iece
ETuDB appeals as much to pupils as teachers. The will be closely fingered and annotated ; the book will be
music pages are well worth studying. Not everything graded according to difficulty. An introduction gives
printed is suitable to every pupil, but in the large mass the history and outline of the sonata. All these points
of mnsic and articles published during the twelve months will receive more attention than in any other known
there is something to be found for every one. It is well work.
·worth the trial for teachers to canvass their classes
The contents we are not prepared to give in full, but
during this month and send in Tm: ETuDE rich returns. the following pieces are already selected and ready for
We promise to do our part in the next twelve months. printing:THE ETUDE was never in better condition than at presReyloff, Ed., " The Fuchsia." Gade, op. 36, No. 1,
ent. It has the strongest corps of editOrs that can be " The Christmas Bells.''
Grieg, '' Album Leaf.''
procured. Its list of contributors embraces the leading Spindler, op. 136, No. 1, "Sonatina," 4 hds. Ba.ch,
writers on music. Examine the premium list found J. S., "Little Prelude." Schumann, op. 15, No. 7,
elsewhere in this issue; some of the presents given may "Happy Enough." Haydn, " From Sonata in D."
induce teachers to get up a club of subscribers.
Heller, op. 45, No. 8, "Etude." DiabeJli, op. 168 7 No.
3, "Sonatina." Jadassohn, J., op. 17, No. 3, "ChilTHE exquisite little picture in this issue, "I'll Sing You dren's Dance.,, Chopin, op. 9, No. 2, "Nocturne."
a.LittleSong" will make a splendid Christmas present. Hummel, op. 52, "Rondo." Steibelt, D., "Turkish
It will be acceptable to the old or young, whether musical Rondo." Lange, op. 114, No. 1, " Sonatina.'! Steior not. It will be sent postpaid, put up very securely belt, "Sonatina in C." Schmidt, op. 14, No. 1, "Sonain a strong tube, for only 50 cents. It will be mounted tina in C." Lichner, op. 149, No. 6, "Sonatina in D."
on fine card paper and printed in india ink. It is one of Dussek, "La Matinee Dondo." Beethoven, "Sonatina
the finest steel_e_ngravings in the market. When placed in G.'' Burgmliller," Rondeletto." Mendelssohn, op.
in a suitable frame will make a handsome ornament for 72, No. 3, "Children's Pieces.'' Kullak, op. 81, No.
anx parlor.
3, " Grandmother Tells a Shuddering Tale." Smith, SeyThe engraving of this picture is the work of the cele- mour, "Dorothy." Kuhlau, op. 20, No. 1, "Sonatina."
bra.ted Sartain of this city, who was paid several hundred Clementi, op. 36, No. 1, "Sonatina." Schubert, op.
dollars for this work alone. The picture is copyrighted 143, No. 3, '' Andanta."
by the publisher of Tm: ETUDE, and can only ~procured
The book will cost about $1.25, and will be bound in
through him. · No deduction is made to any from the neat paper cover.
We have now an offer to make to our patrons. We
price named, but when five or more copies are taken a
liberal deduction will be given. The engraving you will will send the book, postpaid. to any one sending 50 cents
receive from us for 50 cents, will sell for $2.00 in anv before January lst, 1889. The plates used in the work
a.rt store. In selecting your presents for your friends at are precisely the same as those used in sheet music.
Christmas don't forget "I'll Sing You a Little Song."
The paper will be equally as good as that used in sheet
music. The pieces, if purchased separate in sheet form,
THE bound copies of THE ETrrDE for 1888 will be ready would cost about $5. 00. Many teachers will find it an
soon after the iBSue is out. They will be sold at the advantage to enclose a $1.00 bill in a letter and receive
u~ual price, $2.50, postage paid. Many teachers use two copies.
their regular subscnption with pupils, and then buy a
new bound volume for the library. All the material of
Foa a long time the extension of our business demanded
THli: ETUDE has an enduring value. This is ptoved by the introduction of pianos and organs, and at last we
the constant demand for back volumes. Vols. i, u and are able to announce that we are prepared to furnish
III are entirely exhausted, and hundreds of these could pianos and organs to our patrons. In contemplating this
have been sold were they to be had. Of Volume IV
addition to our growing business a difficulty confronted
there are only twelve full volumes remaining. These will us-the make of piano to recommend and handle. After
doubtless be taken up at once. Of Volume v there are
a thorough search, we found an instrument which met
about 40 copies still on hand; they can be had unbound our unqualified approval. It is the Prestien Piano,
at the usual subscription price; of the current Volume we made in this city. The instrument is made entire by
have yet a good supply, but all will in time b& exhaus,ted. Louis Prestien, who is a skilled workman of some thirty
They will never again be replaced.
years' experience in the business. The piano is in every
IN another column will be found a new premium list, way first-class, only the best material is put into every
the principal attraction of which is the grand premium part of the instrument. Heretofore, the instrument was
of an upright piano. This will positively be awarded to sold only in this city and vicinity, where the piano has a
the one sending the largest number of subscribers from fine reputation. The capacity of the factory has not been
December 15th to June 15th of next year. The piano large, but recently important additions have been made
will be one that will retail for not less than $500. One and new life has been infused into the concern. We
feature about the affair which commends itself to every have been made general agents for the sa]e of the piano,
reader is that those competing for the grand Rremium are and give our patrons the benefit of factory prices. The
entitled also to the regular premium. Our friends who instrument. is every way first-class and equal in tone and
desire to try for this premium can have blanks and circu- workmanship to the leading makes. Circulars will be
lars and sample copies sent to them on application. THE sent free to any one on application.
ETUDE is a journal that can be introduced into every
household, and it will prove not a difficult task to solicit
a su~scription from every one owning a piano or organ.
A FEW PRESS NOTIOES.
STUDIES IN PHRASING, 2d VoL.-For some time past
:Mr. Mathews has had in active preparation the second
volume of" Phrasing and Interpretation." This volume
will not be supplementary to the first volume, but is a
distinctively independent work, which will be appropriate to follow Volume I, or studies of similar grade.
The work will contain, besides many pag~i of introduction treating o4'be prin~iples of interp~etat,!Qn! method
of study, etc., 8\xteen pieces-used as illustrations.. A
list of these pieces will be found in our advertisement
columns. They are happily chosen, covering the whole
field~f piano literature from Bach to the present time~
pieces receive a complete revision with copiou
~nnote:tu:ms, careful. fingering, and above ~n, rub mar k
'.:)~f p~~ng. ..The .succeBB. of Volume. I ~Ii .a gua.r':'ntee
::for. fll~ ~~h 9~ th18 new ;v,olume. As th1a work W''ll be
~tfel,- in,;~!1~ion.1 pj~ is of the greah~st imJ>ortance
· miu~ J>~Ju~~~judge ~fits merit.·· In .order
"mfoe.tJie wor~. we '!ill send one

These

"How TO UNDERSTAND Musrn." "Judging from the
subjects he treats, and recognizing the author's masterly
skill as a writer, I cannot hesitate to recommend this
book, both to teachers and pupils. Yes, even those who
are not studying the art will find it a most useful addition
to their libraries. I am glad to see the stock of literary
works on music increasing, and especially that American
writers are coming forward with such productions."KARL MERZ.

I_,

" These chapters have little or no organic connection
swith each other, as, indeed, the author has himselfindi·
seated by his title of ' Musical Miscellanies.' Mr.
Mathews is an experienced and fluent writer and a clear
thinker. His former writings have established his reputation in that regard. The present work .will not detract
from his standing as a writer. This set of essays is
worthy of 4' place in every musician's library. . The pub·
lishe~'I part of the .work has been well <{one•. It i~ legi~~f'.~ '?811~· ~.the.pub bly printed on good p_a.per, and neatlf pound in much the
~. . ~"'·~~ pn04!, u .will be sam.e· style as Mr~. Ma.th.e~s' o!'igi.nal . volume .on' How
to. Understand MU1ic.' "---:Xunkel'a .Jlurical Reoieio.
1.60.... ·.·· ...

"The second volume of ' How to Understand Music,'
by W. S. B. Math"ews, is on our table. This is doubtless '
the most concise, historical and philosophical treatise
now within the reach of music students. Mr. Mathews
is conceded to be one of America's most profound music
scholars, and in this work he has shown a master hand.''-

The Echo.
"The second volume of W. S. B. Mathews' 'How to
Understand Music,' a collP.ction of essays upon various
branches of the art, some ' sketchy ' and others elabor·
ate, but all interesting and brightly written. Wagner is
considered in three chaptersi Schubert and Berlioz each
have a chapter, and then fo low essays on the psychological relations of music, the theory of piano teaching,
the tonal system, the tonic sol ·fa as an educational factor,
the latter two chapters being extremely valuable on account
of the amount of knowledge brought into their limits, self
culture in music, the Greek drama and modern opera
and a brief view of musical history. Among the special
features of interest is the series of letters published in .
the discussion of piano teaching, that come from Teresa
Ca.reno, W. H. Sherwood, Dr. William Mason, B. J.
Lang, Louis Maas, Mme. Rive-King and . others. Perhaps one of the essays destined to be most popular is
that of 'Self Culture in Music,' in which the writer,
after pointing out the methods to follow, declares that
the student obliged to depend on his own resources need
not despair of reaching a high degree of usefulness, and
possibly of honor, as the most favored student."
"Prof. John C. Fillmore's 1 Lessons in Musical History,' an outgrowth, as the author tells us, of his own
efforts to interest his pupils in the history of music. With
172 pages methodically arranged, Prof. Fillmore here
gives a consise sketch, or outline, of music, instrumental
and vocal, from the early centuries to the present era.,
and accompanies the text with side heads and questions
for the teacher's benefit. The abundance of information
that is concentrated into this limited compass is astonish·
ing, and yet withal the author has not made his work
dreary with names and dates, but of live interest to the
reader."-Boston Journal.

THE DIFFERENOE BETWEEN STUDYING AND
ORAMMING.
BY

DR.

A. (). MACKENZIE,

Royal Academy of Music, London.

There are two very different methods of acquiring
knowledge of 8.2l_ kind. One is a healthful mode, and
productive of latllngly beautiful results; the other is of
little or no use. Good work is rarely done by sudden
impulses or in a. fitful manner. It is the well-ordered
division of the working day, and the obstinate perseverance in systematic study which commands ultimate success. Youth is the sea.son when work is lightest, and
when impressions are most easily received and retained.
Few, if indeed any, prominent musicians began to study
late in life. Even a. man of genius like Schubert felt
keenly, during the last few years of his life, that his early
training had not been sufficiently thorough. And at the
very time of his death he had intended to subject him·
self to a severe course of counterpointin order to satisfy
himself. He attached great importance to a proper and
thorough knowledge of the elements of music.
An intimate acquaintance with the general laws of
part-writing, modulation, etc., not only heightens one's
enjoyment when he list~ns to music, but enables him to
understand the intentions of the composers much more
e1_1-sily, while it is. of the gre~test assistance in helping
him to read music at first sight. Therefore, teachers
and students should give as much attention to the study
of harmony as possible. The amateur as well as the
professional musician is a.pt to become confused among
the different systems a.nd methods of harmony, and the
question is often asked: " Which book do you recommend? Which method shall I pursue?'' Now .in former
times, not so very long ago, the idea.was prevalent that the
study of har~ony ought to be wrapped up_in as much
mystery as was conveniently possible. Many of the
books on harmony a.nd counterpoint tend more to confuse
the student than to aid him. The tendency of the
present moment is, however, to make the science as con·
cise and clear, as possible. The simplest method· is
assuredly the best. • . • .
After a considerably varied and extended professional
life, I am happy to say that my own personal taste is not
confined to any particular school of composition. While
I admire Wagner, and revel in a complicated score of
Berlioz or Wa~lcan enjoy quite as muc.h the.silnplest sonata of Mozart.
No confidence ahould be placed in those who preach
that musical. art has already gone tQo Jar:-that . it ia
incapable. of farther . healthy developm~nt.:.. ·N"i~e~
should we pin our faith upon.theeccentri~.i~eat! <?fth~s
who ignore. everything but. th.at mtt~ic ·1Y'.hi(!h~~~.\~ti.~y3~~
m0dern:1rowth ... We, m~y, if' we 84!~k~ ~nd;.,~3 h•:~~i
mu.siC of yesterday and also; of to·day.~'.Jli · · 8 . · ·

ard. .
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SOME MUSIO.AL-BLUNDERB.
BY

B:UGll:NB TlliYER, MUS. DOC,

BLUNDER THIRTY-FIFTH.-To attempt to teach before
you know anything about it. I think I have briefly
referred to this matter before, but the subject needs
a thorough ventilation. - Hundreds of young people,
usually the children of people in former affiuent circumstances, have taken up the teaching of music as the only
genteel way ot: getting a living. They know that they
know nothing about teaching; they can play a little, and
t.hat is all. Now, teaching is a great art which must be
learned. Even so great a man as Beethoven could not
teach ; he had knowledge enough, bot he la.eked the one
thing essential. He did not know how to teach, and his
one pupil, Ferdinand Ries, left him in disgust after a. fair
trial of three months. These modern novices try to
teach because they say they must live; and I suppose we
must admit that they really want to. That is certainly
laudable and desirable, but why not honestly learn to do
what they claim to do? "He is twice tired who works
with dull tools." Why don't they learn how, and not
only make their work much better, but much easier? And
why not earn more money by working in a more successful way? Only those who have successfully passed through
all the phases of teaching can give you this information.
]'he cost is merely nominal, and can be quickly earned
back again ten times over by increased success and patronage. Teach by all meaus, but learn how the first
thing. When you see somebody else having better success than you, it is a sure sign that they know more about
it than you do. Why be content witiksuch a state of
things?
BwNDBR THrnTY-SIXTH.-To be afraid to do a. good
thing. " Heaven and earth fight in vain for a coward.''
Of course, your reason is that there is risk in the matter.
WeU, there is risk in being born: you might have been
born a girl or a boy, and where would you have been
then? There is a man in New York city who came here
with only five dollars in his pocket, and he is now worth
twice five millions. How did he do it? "Not by timorous
management, you may be sure. As fast is he could get a
dollar he put it into his business until his business could
not use all that came in. n improved so fast that he
could not spend the income of it. His name is Robert
Bonner. Talk fl.bout method, there it is for you I Much
of the well-meant effbrt of young teachers reminds one
of the venerable distich beginning- qi
"Simple Simon went a-fishing
For to catch a whale ;
And all the water he had ~ot
Was in his mother's pail;'
Rouse up to larger things; you won't catch any whales
or anything else until you dare to fish in deeper waters.
BLUNDEB 87TH.-To wait because there a.re obstacles
in the way. In the first place, they are generally in your
imagination. If they are indeed real, a little g.enuine
courage will speedily pot them out of sight. Dash
squarely at them. You will remember that this was
the only way Bellerophon and Pegasus co:uld slay the
Chimera. Your answer is "I ca.n"t." Now, it. is just
this weak confession which makes you so weak; and
while you wai~ for one set of obstacles to disappear,
another set will arise. Simply trample down the whole
·
N
"l' d
l' d
,
co11ect1on.
a.po1eons motto was
au ace, au ace,
et toojours l'aiidace," and the cause of his final defeat
was that he_a,tfLBQJnuch dinner that his "always bold·
neu" gave away to the stomach-ache.
BLuNnlk 88TB'.-To blunder any wa~ When you do
it the first ti_me, it is simply a mistake; it ill not a blun·
der until. you repeat it. The obVious leason is, tQ let
'"'Your experience teach you; that is, watch the events of
T l'fi
. d a11 Pan'"'!'
1 ·• and me thods
1 e, an d ·th en d'iscar
your . ':1
which do r;i:ot wor~ well. If·a plan looks right and
emanate1·from oney()u kno·w to .be right,.try it.. It may
.
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BLUNDER 89TR.-To think you save money by pur· B.l!l HONEST.
chasing cheap things. A recent experience brought this
If your pupil ha.11 engaged sixty minutes as the leason
out in a new light. ·An acute attack of inflammation Of hour, do not defraud him by using, for your own private
the lungs, which for. a time seemed alarming, called in business, ten minutes, or even five, during· that lesson~
Too frequently have teachers erred in this direction and
five physicians, at two dollars per man; total, $10. None brought, all unconsciously, our profession into disrepute.
of them could do anything ; and one real doctor was
BE INTERESTED.
called, at $10 per man, and in twenty-four hours had
While you are studying your pupil to discover his
things put in good and secure condition. The money
paid to the cheap men was all thrown away, because culiarities of disposition in order to be of greatest service
to him, he is also watching you and can quickly tell
they could do just nothing at all except to look wise and whether you have real or assumed interest in him. The
act foolish. The ten dollars man was not only the cheap- enthusiaBtic teacher sees progress, points with full
est, but the best, because he could do the business. The faith to larger possibilities of acquirement, and expects
others, like all cheap things, were "pretty good," "about glorious results.
BE PATIENT.
right," "good enough for common cases," and so forth
That goes without saying. The impatient teacher is
in a slough of incompetency. Cheap things are cheap,
an absurdity.
because they are worth less; (worth less than good ones).
BE HELPFUL.,
Do you see?
By clear statements of duty, by explicit definitions and
There is no fact so hard to understand as this, espe- explanations, by suggestions of supplementary reading,
cially as applied to musical study. Cheap things are by judicious words of appreciation. Be ready to pla7
always treacherous, for they leave you helpless just when the pupil's lesson after he has played to you, rememberyou are most in need of help. If you do not believe this, ing the remark of old Dr. Johnson,'' Every art is beat
taught by example."
just buy some cheap eggs for breakfast once, and then
A good suggestion is the old one, 11 Never tell a pupil
tell us your opinion of " pretty good " eggs. It is bad what you can by any means get him to tell (Ou;'' thus
to be deceived by others, but most wofully bad when you will seethe force of Coleridge's remark, ' We cannot
you cheat yourself. Think over these things a little after make another comprehend our knowledge until we first
comprehend his ignorance.'' Ponder also one other quoyou read them, and accept many wishes for a happy new tation from Emerson, " There is no cjia.nce in results."
year!
E. R "STORY, J.. o. M.
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LET US HAVE OULTURED PIANISTS.

ANOTHER SWARM OF Bs.
FOR THE YOUNG AND INEXPERIENCED TEACHER.
BE couRAGEous.
Prompted by various motives, you have chosen the
privileges and duties of teaching, possibly with much
anxiety concerning success. You realize the great differ·
ence between the teachers of highest repute and yourself, yet they were once as you are, inexperienced and
little known. By the use of similar methods of work
you may become as they are. Set your ideal high, work
persistently and courageously, and experience will make
your services correspondingly valuable.
BE PROGRESSIVE.
Not all of wisdom was contained in your instruction
book, nor embodied in your last teacher. Methods of
instruction vary from decade to decade, be therefore
ready to adopt anything valuable. Emerson's remark,
" If you would lift me, you must be on higher ground
than I," will furnish food for reflection, and will doubtless
cause you to
BE STUDIOUS.
In addition to earnest study of the works you are to
use in teaching, and of many others by which you gain
enlarged capabilities for self, you will need a knowledge
of musical history and biography. Have you seen the
Chautauqua. Music Handbook, with its suggested course
for reading? Be not dismayed at the suggestion to study
Harmony and Counterpoint. The number of students
of both sexes who win success in these branches is
largely increasing. Keep in mind the three ideals of
excellence upheld by the American College of Musicians,
and determine to reach the first one1 at lea.st. Thus
having made good preparations for work,
BE OONFIDENT.
The fa.ct that a pupil is willing to study with you is
proof of his confidence in your greater knowledge and
..
h
skill. If you h ave even one per cent. more a b i11ty t an
he, you can surely aid him to that extent. As you went,
so guide him.
BE POSITIVE.
. IIy
Underlying everything t h at you say-an d d o mus1ca
should be good reasons. It is the pupil's privilege to
know why he must be obedient to your wishes, and his
obedience is more profitabl~ to you both if his inquiries
are satisfied. Be ready to quote authorities,.-and having
good ones, to abide consist~ntly by their suggestions.
Biil DUB:RENTU.L.
.Authorities differ concerning many things in technique
and style.
yours
produce
equally
good Other
results,methods
thereforethan
do not
claimmay
to have
the
_only t~ue method.
BB PUNCTUAL.
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Tm: ambition to become a. fast reader often proves
disastrous to the pupil. I have yet to see the rapid
reader-that is, specially so-who was a finished performer or a thoughtful artist. I do not wish to be understood that I consider it impossible that a cultured. musi·
cian should be a good reader, especially an intelligent
one. This is my point: By studying in a. masterful
manner, the student ultimately may hope to read with
even a. large degree of detail. While he may become a
good reader from his higher qualities, he will surely
never obtain these higher qualities by too frequent indulgence in sight reading. 1 would like to be understood
by the reading of a composition as bringing out all of its
higher q~ities, rather than a rapid jingling of its notes.
Culture'8 also a safeguard against pedantry. Of all
the dry and useless phases of degeneration into which
the musician may fall, the state of mind where the love
for display of knowledge is given precedence over the
beautiful and spiritual in music is the most harmful.
Teachers need specially to guard against this error, both
in their teaching and in themselves. In this light, too
much knowledge is a.bout as dangerous as too little.-

4.75.
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BY J. C. FILLMORE.

M.T.N.A.

THE writer, in correspondence with an old friend, an
excellent musician and teacher, lately asked him

he

.had heretofore declined to become a member of the
T. N . .A.., and received the following as a part of the
reply:,
" When the lawyers, the physicians, the apothecaries,
the men of science form an association, each must be a
man of quality and of good repute. Not one is permitted
to practice who is unworthy. In our profession it is
vastly different. There is no standard. Every schoolgirl, in order to earn a little pin-money, teaches for what
~he can get, and this same school girl, if she pays two
dolla.rs, is received into the M. T. N. A. By permitting
th"is she is not bettered and you are lowered, unless the
M. T. N. A. be an association, a society, for alleviating
the condition of school-girl teachers. Th)§ "college"
is all right; but how many men of standing would be
willing to place themselves before a self.constituted body
in order to learn whether. they are worthy? If
they know it already, and if
·
won't run the risk of having
co1nl11rmed.,
the answer might possibly be a
. I answered this Jetter privately, but I have thought
that it might be useful to discuss the matter publicly.
J.C. F.
My Dear Friend :-I agree with your premises. Allow
me to explain, if I can, why my conclusions, as exem·
plified in my conduct, have been so different from your
own.
1. The irresponsible condition of our profession seems
to me a reason why musicians are not
by joining
the national association. If
in the M. T.
N. A. did
anything like equality of rank, I could
not wonder
you should decline to put yourself on a
level with those who are not ''musicians" in any other
sense than that in which pupils in a primary school may
be said
"scholars." It would be absurd, of course,
musician who has had perhaps six to
for a
twelve years of severe study in preparation and from five
to twenty more of professional activity and experience to
put himself in any position which
that his
knowledge, ability and skill were no more than those of
a young teacher who has had six months or a year of
inst:ruction, and but limited experience as a teacher.
But I do not see how membership in the :M:. T. N. A.
can be taken to imply anything of the sort. Everybody
-knows just what the basis of the association is. I am
not aware that any musician of high sta~ding, and there
are a good many such in the M. T. N. A., has ever felt
that his dignity was compromised or his professional
standing imperiled merely by associatill'g with young
lady teachers on such terms as prevail there. Nor have
I ever heard a word from the young lady members of the
M. T. N. A. implying any thought on their part of assuming any other than a modest position. They go there,
IO far as I have observed, as learners, and consider it a
privilege to listen to the lights of the profession and to
be instructed.
2. The M. T. N. A. is, in part at least, ''a society for
alleviating the condition of school· girl teachers. 17 The
condition of the music-teaching profession being such as
you describe, and likely to continue so for a long time to
come, whatever brings inexperienced teachers together,
brings them into more or less close contact with the best
minds of the profession, gives them impulse and stim11hrn,
and opportunity to hear essays, discussions, recitals,
orchestralioncerts, etc., is a distinct galn to musical cul·
ture and progress. The M. T. N. A. halaone this, to a
certain extent, for the past twelve years, and has de·
~rved support for that reason. Besides, it has been of
'.great va.lue to many of us who are neither young nor inexperienced. We owe to the M. T. N. "".IA. meetings
' many valuable acquaintances and some prominent friendbesides ;the renewal of old ones. Young com.poae,i;s and essayists of.ability owe to it 'the opportunity
·to;.he.h~-~by .a.n ·•?Precia.tive audience. I have been
.
· .•cll.f?l!l~-rliled'~ se~ how much ability .W-as mani ·
y Y~!l.A&me
whom I had never heard before.

•hiJ>J;
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I have felt, on several occasions, at the M. T. N. A.
meetings, proud of our rising American musicianship
and of the happy and
expressions of the essays.
All this is a help and a
is in the direction of real
progress.
4. For all these reasons, I ask you to join us, at least
for a time. I think I fully appreciate your reasons for
holding aloof until now, and sympathize with them.
know that the M. T. N. A. is open not only to the young
and ignorant, but to the old and ignorant, and also to the
cranks, the charlatans, and the politicians, who are, unfortunately, to be met with now and then in our
sion as well as in others. But these are also to be
in associations of doctors, lawyers, school teachers and
even clergymen. In all these professional associations
there are men who think it the acme of honor to get
elected to office, no matter what the
suffrage
may be. You and I would rather
the good opinion
of a few whom we respect and revere than be elected
President of the U niverne by the votes of ''them S!'Jses,''
unless the conditions of election happened to coincide
with our convictions and to be compatible with our self·
respect. But there are many who do not feel so. Iu
every profession, too, there are cranks who have pet
notions, more or less wild, who urge them
persistently, and whose vanity is terribly woundtd if soberminded men venture to oppose them. I grant you that
such elements are undesirable, and that their supremacy
in the 1\:1. T. N. A. would be nearly or quite intolerable.
But will it not be time to withdraw from it, and leave it to
its own device, when it has become clear that sanity, intelligence and character have no further chance of a
preponderant influence? I think I may venture to promise
you that, when it becomes clear that ignorance, quackery,
chicanery and selfishness are to be the controlling force
in the .M. T. N. A., I will join you in "letti.!lg it severely
alone;" but I ask you to give it a year or two of trial.
I think it worth considerable trouble and exertion.

a good performer on these two k~yed instruments coll:..:
strncted out of one and the same individual. Then again,
there is such a thing as a lip for the flute, a genius forthe trombone, and even the drummer is born as much as
maue. In the second rank we find. the professional
theorist. He hair a clear mathematical head, a love of
abstract ideas, a qnick perception of subtle inter-relations,.
and either as an analytical scholar in the works of others,.
Qr as a
constructor of theories of musical
losophy, he
useful and much to be admired. In
third rank is the emotional musician, he who feels
profoundly and sustainedly that spiritual signiliica.1nce
is loosely and vaguely entitled the soul
music.
supreme illustration of the player was Liszt, of the the·
orist pure and simple
Marks will serve as well
and absolutely Richard
as any, and of the
Wagner. Liszt, of course, had the genius of a composer
in some measure ;
did some rather dry scholastic
work of that kind, but Wagner had no faculty
playing
any instrument. Nearly
great musicians had at least.
thus
two of these phases of talent equally
Bach was great constructor and a great
both
Mozart and Beethoven were virtuoso pianists, and in
our time men like Rubinstein challenge
wonder
equally in both directions. Perhaps there is no
thing as purely mechanical, purely intellectual, or purely
emotional talent, and certainly industry is by no means.
an invariable concomitant of genius witness,
literatureColeridge,
music Rossini.

Or EN
BY C, W. LANDON,

MUSICAL
J, S. VAN CLEVE,

IT is certainly not easy to define just what musical
talent is, for it is many things. Dr. Samuel Johnson
said that a man of extraordinary mental energy could be
whatever he chose, and a difference in the kind of genius
was lletermined either by will or by circumstances;
but this dogma, unluckily, like too many of the worthy
doctor's dicta, was a sieve which.will not hold water. It
is neither confirmed by history, nor by the fundamental
laws of that science of man which, under various names
of phrenology, anthropology, physical psychology and the
like, is now almost universally accepted. .Musical talent
is not precisely parallel with poetic genius, for that is an
aptitude and originality in only one species of literary
art, whereas by talent for music we may mean anything,
from the philosophic speculations of Marks, or Hanslick,
or Hueffer, to the intuitive spontaneous creativeness of
Mozart; from the marvelous sight-reading and phenoruenal performance of. Liszt, to the almost hysterical emotionality of the novelist George Eliot. Musical talent
might be called the complete analogue of the talent of
the poet, the orator, the novelist and the actor, for it
embraces all the nature of man, and may be constructive,
reproductive or contemplative. It touches the entire
J>eing;~and hence is many-sided. It may be referred,
however, to three general heads, viz., the physical, the
intellectual, the spiritual. We at one time find a person
with a perfect physical orga.uism, good elastic fingers,
lithe, strong body, and a quick mechanical mind; then
we say, "here is a talent for playing." Now the same
or nearly the same aptitudes of this kind would be needed
for playing on several of the leading instruments, even
two so widely different as th'e violin and the pianoforte,
and we must look to some mental difference to determine
why tpis boy chooses the violin, that the pianoforte.·
Nevertheless, even in this restricted field of mere performance, there are special aptitudes, for the organist
and the pianist need quite varioua gifts, and seldom is

amusement
can be led to occupy
a.technical exercise,
notwithstanding it is not a
students have hospital practice, law
own courts, and try cases, and become
the details of their profession, and this is
nearly all professions (but that of teaching
their students are turned loose on the public, prepared by experience to engag!il in their professional
labors with success. Why not teach our pupils who
preparing for teachers the science of pedagogics,
the way to teach others all that themselves know ?
As all good teachers acknowledge that the first lessons.
of the beginner
those that should be given by the
best instructor
that the beginner should
tice by himself, but in the presence of some one
keeP, him correct, why should we not train
adva.11ce1d
pupils, who are studying for teachers, to
practice? And could not many of our more int.ellig:Emt
patrons be brought to pay somewhat more for
vision? and would not the teacher who did
secure
the eatr<>nage Qf the best people?
At wha.T pornt in the pupil's advancement shall we
_})eg_ill t() teach Irnn phrasing and expression? As soon as.he can play piece'i:Nit all, or only to the advanced pupil?
When shall we begin to require him to listen for the
climax of each phrase, and crescendo up to it, and.
accent it? Is it of any use to make him listen to his tone,
touch, expression and &{enera.l accuracy, and be selt
critical-to " be severe with himself"?
About wh.a.J; per cent. of the players who pound thek:eys and m~a great banging noise, are afflicted with .
hands drawn taut with. nerve tension? Could those pupils.who cannot play runs well do them successfully if they,
would let arms, wrists, hands and fingers ·~ loose~ •11d
without nerve tension? Does the acq_uiri
1~()8&
hand. for the legato t9uch a~d vel()c•ty :
. . I. t'°'
hand in 'hand?. If you wanted a ligipitl an.
...... 11. r."ll•
or a ·
•tone on a . melody,W'ould;;r .. ~ll>th8:1
pupil to str e the keys, .or:foe}.9, J>t41l the~.(l,ow11~
•

HOW SOME TEAOHERS INSTRUOT.

Finally, she resolves to resume the task which she has
"And now the heart responds in delicate minor
so recently renounced, but ithe finds a new teacher, as -'perplexed music.' It is the third movement,
BY E, E. AYRES.
well as a new resolve. Let us see liow the lesson is Rondo in D minor. Let iMrs. Browni!fg help 11s. to
conducted. Poor teacher, he has our sympathy.
understanding of its meaning:Tm: writer has in mind a scene the like of which
"Miss L., what did you study last?"
'Experience, like a pale n:rnsiclan, holds
A dulcimer of patience in his hand,
11ome others may remember. A weary young lady is on
She is very sorry to ss,y that she studied Beethoven's
Whence harmonies we cannot understand
her way to the" professor's" studio with a sinking heart. Sonata, Op. 31, No. 2, but could not appreciate it; and
Of God's will in his worlds, the strain unfolds
In sad, perplexed minors; deathly colds
Coming nearer we hear her soliloquizing: " I wish I had she expresses a hope that he will not require her to spend
Fall on us while we bear, and countermand
Our sanguine heart back from the fancy land,
neve'r begun this stupid work; it is a dull, dry task, with more time on that discouraging ""'m""'"";t;,,.,,,.,
With nightingales in visionary wolds.
no heart in it, no beauty, no delight; it is plod, plod,
"Perhaps you were not
We murmur," Where is any certain tune
Or measured music in such notes as these?"
plod, from morning till night, with scales and five-finger Sonatas?''
But angels, leanin~ from the golden seat,
Are not so minded; their fine ear hath won
ex~rcises, with now and then a composition of some
"No; my former teacher only wished to use them as
The issue of completed cadences,
~ueer old master who surely never meant to have his studies."
And, smiling down the stars, they whisper-SWEET.'"
*
***"'
$$:!<$
-studies called ' pieces.' I am so sick of everything. How
"I should be glad to hear you play it," he continues.
·much is being sacrificed that I may become a musician?
With a shudder she begins, and grows more and
The music lesson is over. Miss F. is again in her own
Money, health, time and what.ever opportunities there excited as she continues, and finally comes to difficulty quiet room toiling as she never toiled before, with an
may be for achievements in other lines. I throw myself too great, and leaves the piano mortified and ch:1!.ln~in1ed. enthusiasm that knows no bounds, an earnestness of purA'llll'inr-·nn music-on emptiness-on nothing."
''Did you ever hear any one else play that
pose
brooks no opposing obstad~-she is happy
is walking very slowly now, for the professor's he
asks.
and cheerful; there is something in music worth the
she gasps, and she is conscious of enter- striving for. Scales and five·finger exercises are no
house is near, and her head is bowed, and her hands are
ibusy with the briny tears that obstinately refuse to keep taining a hope that she never will. What is her surprise, longer to be detested, for they lead to a goal of inextheir place. "I thought there was so much beauty in however, when the teacher takes his place at the piano pressible beauty. The Beethoven Sonata is no longer IW
music before I began to study it,'' she sobs. ''I thought it and begins to explain some passages in the composition. exercise; it is a poem in which she has read the drama
was a soul feast, and a consolation, where all our heart " "It is a burst of human passion," he says. "Do you of
soul. It is
mirror in which she sees the
yearnings might find at least an. answering echo, if not know anything of Beethoven's history; of his unfortu- reflection of her own profoundest emotions. Day and
positive satisfaction.
hoped to find in music compan nate
who was so dissolute that he failed utterly to night she
at the meaning of each little phrase, and
ionship in solitude, and sympathy in sorrow. I seek provide for
family respectably; of the mother who bravely
endeavors to translate the written language
for bread, and lo! it is only a stone that I find. I hasten found in Beethoven her only solace and only hope; of of the
into the tone
of ~st.
across the desert, driven to despair by my thirst, and lo! his childhood on the banks of that beautiful river, and Technical
vanish with
celerity; it
have been lured to destruction by the mirage. But I the adventures he must have had in the dominion of the is the triumph of a quickened imagination over purely
must be brave again to·day; for this may be only a Rhine-gold; of his struggles with poverty and disease in physical difficulties. Inspiration conquers all material
passing cloud, and the light may yet shine cheerily on after life; of the cruel neglect which he suffered in adversaries; and when the heart glows with the energizmy
And now her
quickened again, Vienna when he was pouring out a great flood of precious ing warmth
enthusiasm,· the fingers tingle with obediin another moment she
to face with the treasures into the world? Do you know what an earnest ent resolution.
master.
life he lived; how little of levity and carelessness he
* * *
The lesson has begun. Patiently she plays over and knew; with what patient endurance, with what willful
Our story is at an end. Like
other stories, it is a
over the same old scale in the same old way, without perseverance, with what sacred devotion, he yielded all tale of love. , Apollo i.~a gallant suitor, but he has many
eliciting a
word of either additional explanation the powers of his mind and heart to the accomplishment a rival to vanquish before he can win some hearts.
or of interest
her progress. Then comes the Beetho- of his stupendous task? My dear Miss L., this Sonata
ven Sonata, Op. 31, No. 2, which she plays in a soulless is the work of a truly consecrated man. There is not a
NEW PUBLIOATIONS.
and mechanical manner, very slowly, to be sure, and single unnecessary chord to be found in it. It is not a
with very great effort. The "professor" is_greatly mere amusement; it contains a message too profound for
annoyed because she "missed so-?1e notes," "struck words, too deep for tears. It is a picture of a sublime 1.
several wrong keys," played in "miserable time," and soul, in a sublime situation, acting its part sublimely.
" must have frightened the old composer in his grave.'' Let us look at the first movement." And now he is
It is decided that the fingers need more training, and the playing as if inspired, halting here and there to make
will continue to be a good study for her. It will additional comments, now going on further, making
the strength of the hands, and give considerably special comments on particular passages, then repeating
more of technique when thoroughly mastered." A few the whole movement in order to convey an impression
corrections are made in the mat~r of accuracy, and the of the whole. "When you wish to know," he continues,
pupil is impatiently dismisse<}. with the hope that the ''how noble the human soul may be; how it may suffer; .
2
"professor" is not to be bored by another " such per- how much darkness and desolation it may be able to
formance of Beethoven's great D .piinor Sonata." But withstand; how grandly it may fight the terrible battle
the young lady timidly asks: "Professor, please be so against evil and against fate; how it may conquer every
This is a broad, noble
good as to play the Sonata once for me; I find no beauty earthly foe and triumph, though covered .with wounds- is admirably harmonized th1routJ,!b.out;
in it whatever." A prompt ret'usal follows, and the only look deeply enough into this first movement in D are well contrasted and
"professor" develops the fact that he is not paid to give minor. Here you may learn to what an exalted height is a valuable addition to
and pianist.
Miss L. a private musicale." So~the lesson ends.
a grand soul may rise, and how majestically it may soar
We are greatly distressed about this young lady. She aioft. It is a soul storm; for Beethoven's was a storm· 3. SPRING SONG. By Edmund S. Mattoon.
ROHLFING & Co., Milwaukee.)
is an object of pity. Just think of it-positively incapa- swept soul. It is a tempest; an hour of supreme activity;
ble of ''raving" over a,' Beethoven's Sonata; and a severe spiritual trial; a test of the divine element in
A simple, pleasing melody, tender and J:sionate..
actually audacious enough to say so! No wonder the the human heart. But see how the movement closes! The harmony is good, for the most part at east, some
progressions being perhaps rather forced; the modal&" professor" looked pale and ghastly when she made The storm is dying away in the distance; the enemies tions are excellent, using the third relatiowihipa
the unfortunate admission. Surely there is no hope for her of the· soul have all retreated; the shattered wrecks of It is a good and characteristic piece, moderntel1 di
-she has no taste, no ambition, not even respect for the earthly toys, the objects of sweet earthly affe~tion, and of execution.
great masters I Can anything good come out of such a all the fond hopes that were built on the earth, lie
pupil?
scattered and dead all around.
* * * * * * * * *
"But the battle is won; the trial is over; and the angels
Several weary days and· nights have finally dragged of heaven are strewing the earth· with flowers of the
out.eir existence, and the po~iscouraged Miss L. sweetest fragrance. And, lo I there is an orchestra in the
has not returned to annoy the professor again. Com· heavens, and the angels make music for the fainting soul. afforded him, acope for his 1!3N and
ple~ly disheartened, she has decided to disco~tinue the It is the second movement, in B flat major. Peace and fh::!'~ioo'::1!;j h:ro
unfruitful study of music, and now she has almost sue- hope are the themes unfolding now. Not .the peace of ll't\W~ Amonr. tl;e
ceeded_ in fin~ing delight in some <>lber pursuit. Now this world, not the hope that dies. in. the hopi.n1,. W.e, 1~ !i~ p.1s·•, llS,
and then, however, her memory involnnwily recalls cannot may much of this. movement ; we dare not. It is gooa and WH11ful.
fa.int snatches ~f x.;ielody that almost witch her heart out _Qf heaven; not of man. Let 11s tread. softly when the
.........._.,,.;....;............_.
of all• :\Jergo~i:eso,lv:... She. beginatofeel, .ogain that angelll "ingl
...,
th~'is t. a
the ~\lt!fb,l ~IXl(}~here"-whic~ ;})as ~~t . "Th~ ~~oot strain diea. away in t~~ <liJ~tana.. We listen
.1et
· U:!~;.p~\lt!o. t<>• .b?eatbl!t)Bl:rfy~. th~ Yel1:]~t4i~~i~
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
No player can do justice to any music which embodies -intelligence, unless· he is himself intelligent enough
to appreciate it. He must be able to _comprehend its
formal structure, or he cannot make anybody else understand it. What sort of "interpretation" is that which
misses or only dimly and vaguely apprehends the composer's ideas fa their connections, relations and relative proportions? The following brief obsenrations on
Musical Form embody only what is absolutely essential
to intelligence in every player:I. Melody is a succession of sounds, divided into
·
M easregular groups by regularly recurring pu Isat10ns.
ures are groups of pulsations. These groups are either
twos or threes or multiples of these.
·
2. Motives
are short f ragments o f me 1od y wh'1c h serve
·
Mos t me1od'1es are ma d e up o f
as pa tt ems or d es1gns.
r
t"
d
a very iew mo ives, an oft en o f on1y one. Th e successcl more
.
f th e mo t.!Ve are a 1ways mo d'fi
1ve
repe t.t.
l 10ns 0
1 e
·
b
h
or less, fort he sa k e o f variety, ut never enoug to ma k e
· bl e as 1m1
· 'tat'ions o f th e ongma
· · l pa tt er n .
th em unrecogmza
M ·
b ·
·h
·
(
ot1bves. m~y orf~ay not eg)m wM1t a pnmary alccehn~~ don
t h e egmnmg o a measure .
ore common y t ey o
· ~
~r, t h e compos1t10n
··
· not t h e
not . Th e structura I umt
1s
measure, but the mot£ve. When it begins, as it very
frequently does, on the unaccented part of the measure,
th ere ·is a crescendo up to the fi rst primary accent, an d a
d£minuendo from there to the end of the motive. When
the motive begins with the measure, the first note is
accented and there is commonly a dim£nuendo to the end
of it. But sometimes the e,nphatic note of the motive
comes in the middle.
A Phrase is a combination of motives, generally two,

SIGNS USED IN THIS EDITION.

For the end of a Phrase, a (,) comma.
For the end of a Clause, a (;) sell.'licolon.
For the end of a Sentence, a (.) period..
For the beginning of a Paragraph, the usual sign if.
Sentences will be numbered
Roman numerals,
paragraphs with Arabic numerals
if sign.

NOTES.
The Form of t!1is
piece, ......... .., ... , .
simple, is somewhat unusual, in
many of
consist of three two-measure phrases.
so, generally, by a simple repetition
measures.
This prolongs
. the clause to
.
.
~11 3' there is some
canomc im1tat10n '
the principal melodic phrase is imitated in the
and the imitation begins before
original phrase is·
finished, after
of aTh
canon (See CANON
. the
n· manner
.
your Musical
1ct10nary).
ese
must .
brought
out
so
dearly,
that
no
one
who
hears
can
poss1.
h ,
h
bly mistake the aut or s
p rases
by the left hand must be
as pure a tone
'
. d
and shaded and emphasize
perfectly as
m
the upper part.
The second clause
sentence
measures, owing to numerous repetitions of ~the phrases.
The first phrase repeats its se<.;ond measure
twice, each repetition being a short phrase.
regular phrase of the clause, beginning with
measure of the clause, is repeal\d twice, but the second
repetition is on an enlarged scale. It comprises the last
four measures of the period, and varies the phrase considerably, besides doubling the length of the notes.
sometimes three. The rules for shading phrases are
Content. Emotionally, this beautiful piece comsimilar to those for shading motives. The latter are sub.
.
.
bines intense passion with the most exquisite refinement
ordmated to the former as "bemg only _constituents of the
dd r
I .
I
f h
t
d fi
t
larger unit; when either /has to give way the shading of an
eN1cacyl.
t is ahove-song o .t ehpures an . nes
.
type.
o p ayer oug t to attempt 1t w o cannot seize
the p h rase tak es preced ence,.
.
d d 1 ·h · ·
· · I
.
.
emot10na1 content an
ea wit 1t 1magmat1ve y, nor
A Clau~e or Section is a group of phrases, gen~rall_Y ought it ever to be played to unappreciative auditors.
two, sometimes th:~e. When there ar~ ~hree,.the th1rd.1s It is too exquisite a pearl to be cast before those
commonly a repetition of the second, with slight mod1fi- care tor no music better than the current dance tunes,
cations.
frivolous light opera airs, and so-called" SC\cred" music of
A Sentence or Perfod is a group of clauses. Com- the Moody and Sankey type.
Nor should any player touch it who cannot play it with a
monly th.ere are two cl~uses balanced against each other
symmetrically. Sometlm~s there are three or even more. pure, refined tone, finished shading and intelligent phrasA Paragraph or Period-group is a group of sen- ing. The pedal mus't be used as indicated, except that the
tences or periods. Two or more paragraphs make a direction una corda, at the coda, does not apply to square
Part or D£visz0n.
pianos. On this, the soft pedal is practically useless.
·~

~-~

I

A-The second eighth note in the left-hand part must be played exactly in the middle of the triplet, that is,
wnen the time of the .middle note of the triplet is half over. Practice this one place by itself; count three to the
triplet, and give each of the. left-hand notes a count and a half-half of the triplet. T~ame difficulty goes on
through the piece.
I
·
B- There must-be a rm.arked primary accent on the first count, and a secondary one on the third, at the
first note q(the triplet, followed by marked emphasis on the succeeding half-note. TP,e next phrase. must be
.si_milarly acc~nted and .shaded, although it must be very soft throughout. There are degrees of softness as well
· as o~ loudness. _The shadi~g marked for the first phrases is to be· a model throughout the piece..
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Schubert~ Serenade.

5

is for climax.

mte1u111ny tO

song cadenza manner.

This beautiful little

continues
. one of

9

hen mareato £

"''·,~~~{

:fl.i~t
A 'WELL known Doctor of )(~sic said the other day :
" I see . . that Miss - - - 18 billed in her concerts as a
pupil. of Liszt. H'm 1. '.I happen to know something of
tha.t. The girl was one of my pupils, and I spent a
great deal of time a.nd took a. great deal of ea.ins with her
edacation. Suddenly she ma.de up her mmd to make a
European trip, 1t,nd !"ppealed to me to write her a note of
introduction to _Liszt. I·was well acquainted with the
Abbe, and was loath to trouble him with amateurs and un·
formed musjcians, but Miss - - - kept at me until I
wrote the note for her, and she set sail for the other side.
I afterward learned that she presented the note, asked
permission to play before Liszt, and did so. Liszt heard
her, made some .conventional :remark like 'Very good,'
or 1 Quite promising,' and left the room. That was the
extent of her musical training under Liszt, whom she
probably never saw a.gain. There is a good deal of humbug about this Liszt business, anyhow. ·I would like to
know where the American teacher comes in.'' - Brooklyn

play the most difficult
correctly and a.rtiatically at first sight.'' Of course, this claim is too absurd
and it would not receive
even to merit a serious
our attention here but for the
that there are many
students of music who are disposed to undervalue their
teachers when
find them
to do what no great
artist would
to do. .
may be men
are able to
aloud 8evera1 unfamiliar pages of
English without mistaking some words, and
transposing, and mispronouncing others without entirely
the meaning of some phrases
sentences,
m1;sp1amng the
some places-there
few such readers
the world, but the writer has never
But
a fair
Is
first <Hj(,.JlHUJ!~>n."'

of human power to know P.v1~n1·u11111u
about even the 1implest
mind to be anything else
superficial ?
a
man superficial when his· studies in any particulardirec·
tion have failed to convince him of his own ignorance.
such
Thorough work
humble-a man. It wiU
a vast field of im1::msinblle
whatever direction he may go, that
very modest opinion of
own accomplishments. The
superficial
is he who
learned so little that h.e
can strut with an air of
in

Eagle.

paasage, with
glance, it suffices for him
through it slowly once
twice
the
when he can immediately
do perhaps after year's practice. Neither
Rubinstein
do this.'' And yet there
are silly charlatans in many country districts who pretend
to be able to do this very thing !
Ready reading
a great accomplishment,
every
to practice
mus1cmn
improve
sight reading. But the
man
the lesson of
humility in every attempt he makes this direction.
is forced face to face with the fact that human skill has
limits, and that "art is long and time

Virgil Practice Clavier
new, practical, and
thoroughly useful instrument intended for the
piano students and players. It resembles
in that it has a keyboard,
may have, at the
the player, the up and down click corresponding to the
up and down motion of
key. In other
there is not the slightest similarity. The action
keys, the different weights of key-resistance that can be
employed, varying from two to twenty ounces, the special
ac1.i1us1~mEmt of the down click for accent practice, the
ease with which it is managed, its convenience
and cheapness, are some of the features that will recom·
mend it to
teachers.
is interesting to note the
that pertains to the
Science and common sense have
musicians many
new things within recent years.
a few inventions
have been offered to the
some good, and others
of the most conservative
in the land are n.sing the best of these mechanical· contrivances, and they do not hesitate to
their
approval of them.

:res1pomn.blE~o1r the music,
himself somewhat
sometimes by
the delinquency
his choir. One morning the hour for
service was very close at
and not a member of
had arrived. The
ought to begin imwith any
how could the organist
as he wa11 filled with
about the
of the choir,
woufd be needed
beginning of the service 'l
While
the midst of his confusion and annoyance,
of the ushers
him with.. some request
congregation.'' The organist
began to enumerate his aggravating
and
finally made the emphatic annmmcementthat
choir
n.ot all
within two minutes' ~time he would
To this the usher
dear sir,
a friend of yours, and I mean to
prove it to..day.
if you must
the service your~lf, I shall stand at
door to the
end and see
ONE of the most common faults in piano playing is the
that nobody escapes.''
practice of playing the two hands out of time with each
othe1tt. Nine
out of ten
the left hand to
Piu..OTICE duet playing whenever you can. Read sym- lead the right,
the two
strike the keys simuland overturoo1 and other
for four taneously. It is a sort of swagger that produces a very
and first-cl!W! original
for two
are rare cases where
inartistic effect. Of
formers. It will exercise
in
reading and
hand may be legitimate ;
this dilatoriness of the
d.eJllgltattirll entertainment.
drill is almost m.<us·pe111- but it should be remembered that in ,general it ia rep:re·
many other advantages that
hensible, and illiould be carefully avoided. If the com·
this exercise affords
to pooor indicates the simultaneous performance of the
with many of the beauties of the best notes belonging to the two hands, let not the slightest
discrepancy be manifest. To play the two hands out of
time with each other is 'to be not only inaccurate, bu.t to
.
IT is a great accomplishment to be ahle1to play even appear affected. Shallow players resort to such devicea muw.c.
simple music readily .and intelligibly at first sight. . Very
to _co"'er up the lack of ability to play with expreuion. followers.
U: f1
few penona can do .thl!J thing well. .Some charlatans, It ta.ke11 the place of shading and pbn.aing with the npel°"
to m e or
however,,profua to play "anything" at sight. Unmusi· 6cial.
ni~chmiOellt,
e&l~pl91aa,ve a ..;:VY: Oll•raLbelief that this is a feat
W:ru.TBni else you may· i;.e, don!t. be auperfici&l.
~ ~rr<>l'Dlt and the majority
~t of mui-1. matten will Never be llt.Wsfied with half l•~ning a thma ;. bo1' aU
tll• name1 of musicians who "en about i$, if pouible. But it ia · @lea.rt, beyond the •Pl

of

ETUD
~nswm1s.

scales. The arpeggios are well fingered in almost all ration. It is the land where art receives the encouragethe instruction books pUblished. There are also num• ment of society and of the government and the patronage ·
berless books of mere scales and arpeggios alone in of all the people.
which the fingering is carefully marked. As for rules,
These are some of the advantages of music study in
Qu1:s.-Which is really the best edition of Beethoven's however, it is difficult to formulate laws sufficiently genGermany to the general student. But there are also
Sonatas (not a teaching edition especially), and by whom
eral in character to be any of great value. It is a matter disadvantages, and som.e of these are specially trying to
published ?-C. R.
ANs.-The Cotta edition, edited by Lebert and Von of very little trouble to memorize the correct fingering of young ladies.
all the important arpeggios. Observe the fingering in
Blilow, is perhaps the most satisfactory.
1. First of all, the absence of the home life. This is
QuEs.-What is the best edition of Bach's Well-Tem- some good book, and continue playing the same arpeggio barely endurable by home-loving young men, and, in
the
fingers
are
themselves
too
familiar
with
the
coruntil
pered Clavichord? Mention a cheap edition for the pupil's
many cases, exceedingly
But the young
use, also an edition suitable for a teacher, in which there rect way of playing to need any rules.
lady who ha!! to contend with an
and unscrupuare notes and illustrations of the embellishments.8. There are several good text-books on Harmony.
lous landlady in a foreign land, without friends or conW. S.
Howard's Harmony is good for
Emery's
object of pity. It requires
genial associates, is truly
ANs,-::The Steingrii.ber edition, edited by Dr. Bishoff
Harmony is also a valuable and useful
no little courage to endure the situation.
is our choice. The Tausig edition contains some expla4. Cramer's Studies come very well after Mathews'
2. The customs and
are so strange; some of
nations, but we do not know that it has-bee~ translated
Phrasing. Some of Mendelssohn's "Songs Without
them positively
to the sensitive young lady.
into English. An excellent book for your use would be
Words" might gratify your pupil's taste. It is not necesOnly such
are able by some means to gain admission
the Kullak edition of" Bach's Ligh,ter Compositions,''
sary, by any means, to confine your
to Cramer alone.
into the best society are satisfactorily situated. And
translated by Theodore Presser. I~; this book the pecuIf the Cramer Studies
too
it is no easyto achieve such social success
liar embellishments of Bach are all carefully explained
66.
Loesch horn,
Germany.
and illustrated. It would be an excellent plan to use
of Phrasing.
is intended to follow
I.
this volume in your teaching as preparalory to the Welladvise a young lady to count well
Therefore we
5. The pupil who plays the Rubinstein Waltz may or
Tempered Clavichord.
the
cost
before
going
to
Europe alone. We cannot judge
may not be a good pianist. In· either case there are
Qum:s. 1.-In learning the scales ought
from your statements
the
Studies,
many
valuable
etudes
which
she
could
profitably
study.
them in thirds, sixths and octaves 't
Beethoven Sonatas and Emery's
how much of
If
she
is
not
already
familiar
with
the
Chopin
etudes,
she
facility faster by practicing them in
musician you really are. There are many·people who
that is, until he is advanced?
is hardly prepared to abandon the study of that species
play Beethoven's Sonatas; but some play them well,
2. When should the arpeggios be taken up? Are there of pianoforte literature.
no rules for fingering them ?
others very wretchedly. If you can
as von
QuEs.-Would you advise a young lady to go
8. What is the best text-book on Harmony for beginBi.ilow does, we would not advise you to spend your time
in
order
to
study
music?
I
have
finished
the
rope
ners?
in conservatories of music. But if you
as
Stud.ies, Op. 45, and several of the Cramer Studies.
4. What studies should be given after Mathews'
a number of the Beethoven Sonatas, and have
wretchedly as we have sometimes heard them played,
ing studies? I find Mathews' studies so fascinating
a pupil will not practice Cramer's after them, as they are about half of the exercises in Emery's Harmony.
would advise you never to play them again. So,
father is disposed to think that I would not gain
so much more melodious.
is any value in any conservatory for you, your
5. Should a pupil who plays Rubinstein's "Valse by going to Europe, and that I might find teachers in
that
America who could do me as much good. If I should must rank somewhere between von Bulow' s
Caprice,'' be made to practice etudes ?-W. ~~
go to Europe, where would you advise me to go? How the average student. It is very likely that your father
ANs. 1.-A pupil should become quite familiar with,
could I obtain admittance into a good German Con correct in his view of the matter. You are a re1:narK1~01e
at least, one scale in octaves before attempting ''thirds" servatory? would they require
to stand some sort of
you cannot
and "sixths." It may be well to require him to acquire examination, and reject me if
should fail? Where young lady if your talents are such
facility in several before beginning the more difficult would you advise me to study in this country, iflshould suitable teachers in New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
positions. Some teachers doubtless insist upon the care- fail to go to Europe? How long would it be necessary Cincinnati, Chicago, or almost anyothe:r city
.for me to remain in a good German Conservatory before
ful playing of all the scales in octaves before attempting I can become an artist? My teacher says that I am now
If you should go to Germany, you will :find excellent
even the first in thirds and sixths. This is a matter of as far advanced as she can carry me, and she is the best conservatories everywhere. There are several in Berlin,
difference of opinion, and doubtless it is a rare thing that pianist in our town. Is there any money in concertizing and others in Leipzig, Stuttgart, and in many other cities.
any teacher follows exactly the same course with all his before one's.reputation is made?-T. L.
that is necessary to secure admission
Tuition
ANs.-Many of the best teachers and artists i.n this
pupils in this matter. A pupil might be taug).t a scale
It is impossible to say how
in thirds from the very first; but that would be a little country have availed themselves of the advantages of long you would have to study before you
make
like teaching "backward.'' It is not necessary that a European Conservatories. In fact, the prominent mnsi- your debut as an artist; perhaps much longer than you
teacher should subject himself to iron rules in matters of cians in America who have not "studied in Europe" think. Only the really great artist is likely to reap any
is not
this kind. Judgment he must hav-e; after all, ifhe achieves are very few. You must remember that until within the golden harvests in concertizing, for piano
the highest success. Of this one'thing let him be sure: past twenty-five years "going to Europe" was almost often so rewarded. If you can study music
the !'lake
the pupil must master the scale in all the keys and in the only alternative for the man who was not satisfied of_ music itself, we can advise you to continue your
all the above positions, major and minor, in floth parallel with a meagre knowledge of music. There were some studies; but if your object is solely to make money by
and contrary motion, before he becomes a piano-player teachers in America, even twen.ty-five years ago, who giving concerts, we fear you will be disappointed.
would have done credit to the profession anywhere in some business that does not :require such
of any respectability.
enormous
A common fault in piano teaching is the .. custom of the world, but their number was small. These few pro- capital.
giving the pupil too much to do, the result being that gressive and intelligent leaders sowed the good seed
nothing is really well done. Especially is this true in faithfully, and awakened an int.ense interest in the study
the manner in which the average teacher pretends to of music, and advised their best pupils to continue their
teach the scales. Most pupils are introduced to all the studies in Germany. Many of these young Americans
sca.Ies (or several at least) before they have "had time to returned well equipped for the highest order of musical
master one. Many teachers seem to think the time of work, and right well have they accomplished their misANs.-The sign which you consider the sign for the
their pupils squandered unpardonably, if it requires a sion. America has proved such an inviting field that tenor clef is properly the C clef sign.
many
of
the
leading
European
teachers
and
artists
have
month-or two to learn a single scale. So they hurry
because, wherever it is placed on the staff, it ae,!ngnates1t
--over a dozen or more, and to their astonishment find made this country their adopted home. Thus for years the position of middle C. If this sign is
these same pupils at the end of a year positively unable there has been no lack of eminently capable teachers in first line, then the first line becomes
to play even one scale respectably. Be sure and give the the United States.
example which you send, the C clef sign is on the third
It were foolish and absurd to depreciate the musical
ze&les in "broken doses," and see that each portion has
.
.
Of space, and therefore the third space is :middle C, and
1..t t
..
1..
Id b e
the desired effect before administering another. The a d van ta ges of t h e great G erman Conservatories.
ougu
o be
sue h • All t enor :no.es
suou
·
d
:Ii' •L- ---·most effective manner of using the sea.le in teaching is course, t.hese advantages are inestimable. Th ey may b e pl"y"d J·ust ,..,
summanzed a.a follows:': " .
...,
are wntten, an not~_~y were
·to divide it into sections of two, three, four and six
.
..
written m the G
Of course, the third
is an
1. Teachers of signal ab1hty are engaged in the best -1.oc
- t ave l ower wh en i•t receives
·
th e
li'or
clef "'-"n
notes, and req.a_tre that the first note of e~ch section be
a• th"'
....
w ..
atrongly aecen~d. Be careful that the unacCIDt.ted notes of th~s~ sch?ols. The best teachers in America are noL when it occurs in the treble or G
a
whit
mfer10r
to
them.
The
number
of
distinguished
are played smoothly and pianissimo, and that the accents
·
QuEs. 1.-In the following mordant should the first or
little exaggerated. When these accents have been teachers is greater there than here.
the third note be played with the base ?
2.
The
general
musical
enthusiasm
is
profound
in
gh:ly mastered, let them .be extended still further
apart, falling especially on the tonics one and t~ octaves Germany. Fine concerts abound; there is no end to the
number of fi.rst-cl~ss performances to be heard at slight
c~!
expense.
·
.P_~e, t~ '!tonics" auo in . " broken dosu."
8. The reputation gained by going to Germany is quite
~2.-;~~os. may be begun whenever the pupil's
·
· W:tUtl &f'e a,.ble . to move .with eaae from one a consideration with many. It gives prestige.
er. ~t1!erall7, it would seem to be in
4:. Germany i11 the home of artista. To see and to
~os.·follow t4eir cot+esp(>nding converse with such choice spirits is to receive an inspi-

Questions ann

ET UDE.
. ANs.-..The above is an inverted mordent, introducing
the. note ~low the printed note instead of the note above.
The first of the three comes with. the base, the first two
. being played as fast as po88ible and the _t)lird note being
held the remaining value of the note upon which the
mordent is formed. There should be a dot after the last
note in your example.
2.-What is the difference in effect between the follow·
ing marks when over a note?

:. ._ - /\ <
ANs.-The first calls for a firm but semi-detached
· note ; the second is a sign of firmness rather than of
force and also is sometimes used instead of the word
tenuto, when there might be danger of a note ·being
wrongly struck; the third and fourth are signs of accent,
of nearly equal force except when both stand in the same
passage, in which case the sign /\ is usually interpreted
as calling for rather more force tha~ ~s denoted by

a time of forced leisure, sickness, disappointed plans,
frustrated efforts, and makes a sudden pause in the choral
hymn of our lives, and we lament that our voices must.
be silent and our pa.rt missing in the music which ever
goes up to the ear of the ·Creator. See him beat the
time with unwavering count and catch up the next note
as if no break had come between. Not without design
does God write the music of our lives. Be it ours to
learn the tune and not be dismayed at 'the " rests." They
are not to be omitted. If we look up, God himself will
beat the time for us. With the eye on Him we shall
strike t~e next note full and clear.-JoHN RusKIN.
-Gottschalk, in remonstrating with Geo. S. Bristow,
who heard the pianist play, with exquisite expression,
Beethoven's Sonata Pathetique, said: " My dear Bria·
tow, I do not play Beethoven at my concerts, because I
have a. family to support, and if I played Beethoven, not
only they, but myself, would go hungry." Gottschalk
played the whole of Beethoven's sonatas from memory
and was passionately fond of his music.

>·

Qu.m:s. 1.-By doubling over my fingers in the form of
a fist and then pressing them with the other hand, the
finger-joints crack or snap with a considerable report.
Is this bad? A musician 'said it would enlarge my
knuckles. I can always play better and more freely afte1
relieving them by cracking.
ANs.-We should advise against this practice, preferring some manual exercise involving less risk of straining.
2.-Please explain how you play these notes. Does
the second octave come before, with, or after the right
hand G?

T, W. F.

ANs.-Immediately after the last note of the right
hand.
8.-In what consists the inferiority of Richardson's
Method, and why should it be used so much? I read
somewhere of its containing ''the old Dreyschock
scales." How are they different from any other scales?
ANs.-Richardson's book was a decided Improvement
over its predecessors; but others still better have since
appeared. The fingering of the scales according to
Dreyschock has some oddities not generally endorsed by
good teachers, more especially the left-hand fingering of
the flat scales.
4.-I use Lebert & Stark's Method. D'o you know of
any better, or equal to it?
ANs.-Good as it is, it is usually found to discourage
young pupil.a. We prefer smaller books, Ol'ra good book
divided into several small parts, that can be laid aside
and not handled over and over, after the pupil has
learned them. '
6.-What is the " famous Rudersdorf ~ethod '' ?
ANs.-The method of teaching vocal music, peculiar
to the late Erminia Rudersdorf.
6.-By what studies or exercises did Tausig attain his
great technic? How far advanced should one be before
attempting his Daily Studies? Can't you give a short
sketch· of him ? Moore, in his encyclopredia., does not
even so much as mention Tausig. ·
.
·
ANs.-Tausig was on6, like Liszt, phenomenally
endowed by nature with wonderful facility for execution,
and wi -he ··aiceiled in this, it was· natural to develop it
extra.ordinarily. We are not aware of any special exercises he employed, other than his own, but it was rather
the how tha!'the what. No one should l5egin his Daily
Studies until having thoroughly mastered a great deal of
e~~mentary technique, scales, finger exercises, grand
~gios, etc. .La.ck of space precludes anything like
even ~n outline sketch of this rare. pianist, lf\10se early
death depriv~d the m~sical world of one who bid fair to
even outshine Liszt.
0

A WORD TO THE READER.
IN the present number of TuE ETUDE we begin th'e
publication of the first of the letters received in answer to
the circular letter to Piano Teachers in last month's
issue. Many replies have been received, but ~wing to
lack of space we only publish two. The first from that
excellent musician, composer and practical teacher, Mr.
Arthur Foote, of Boston, who represents one phase of
the cultivated and intelligent side of piano teaching, as
conceived in the light of the most advanced modern art,
and as applied in the practice of a city teacher of high
reputation. The other letter is from a lady, teaching in
a. small inland city, and in schools, where other demands
upon the time of students prevent their giving that overweening attention to the piano common with the pupils
of high-priced city teachers. Her letter speaks for itself.
It is clear, methodical, and will be found of great prac·
tical assistance to other teacherE'. In our next number
we shall continue this work, and if the replies already
at hand may be taken as first fruits, we are warranted in
promising our readers one of the most valuable series of
papers ever published upon ·the selection of principles
and practice of selecting material for teaching.
In this connection we note with pride the almost uniform testimony of the writers, and of private letters received by the publisher, as to the great practical value of
THE ETUDE to every teacher, old and young. Can you
do an act better calculated to advance musical intelligence in your vicinity, and among your pupils, than
to call the attention of your musicalfriends to this mimber, and ask them to subscribe? We are assured by
those in whose opinion we have considerable confidence,
that Tm: ETUDE, as it now exists, is the most useful
paper of its class in the whole world. It is absolutely
the only musical paper now published in this country, in
which musical questions of the first importance can be
freely discussed, and be sure of reaching the audience
of intelligent musicians interested in them. Hence we
appeal to both classes, the most advanced, and the young
teacher or earnest student. We seek to be useful all
along the line. Tiu: ETUDE stands for a noble and serious
musical art. It believes in free thought, free discussion
and progress. Will you help us?

WHAT SHALL I BUY FOR OHRISTMAS
PRESENTS?

with silk ribbon, $1.00. In book ·form, o~~me..tai ·
cover, $2.oo. with elegant ornamentations, $2. 76. Pho·
tographs can also be had Aepara.te for 50 cents each.
A subscription to Tm: ETUDE is a substantial present
that will bring pleasure the whole year round. Try. it.
Next to this comes bound volume of THE ETUDE, which
is an enduring present, and when bound as we have them,
makes a fine volume. The price of these is $2.50, post•
paid ; 25 cents extra when name is placed o:n back in
gold letters.
Music folios and music rolls are something nice in this
line. They can be had all the way from 50 cents to
$5.00.
Recently there has been issued a Musical Birthday
Book, with the dates of birth and death of composers,
and for each a quotation of a musical character. The
quotations ar~ finely chosen. The price of the book is
$1.25.
A Metronome, with clockwork, is a fine present for a
progressive music student. They are worth, without
bell, fine quality, $4.00; with bell, $5.50.
In the musical instrument department there is plenty
to choose. A guitar, violin, flute, or accordion are not ·
sold very low ; we in every case allow 30 per cent. discount from market price. There are a few specialties in
this line, to which we will call attention, in the line of
musical boxes. They come in form of a glove box or
lady's work box. They are expensive, costing from $14.00
upward. The plain musical boxes can be. had from
$3.00 upward.
In the music book department, we will mention the
following: " How to Understand Music," $1.50; " Pianoforte Music," $1.50; "Tone Poets," $1.25; "A Volume
of Classic Music," $1.00; "Beethoven's Complete
Sonatas," $2.00; "Song Without Words" (Mendels·
sobn), $1.00; "Tone Poets" (Illustrated), $8.50;
"Groves' Musical Dictionary," $6.00 per vol.; 14 ClasaBook for Music Teachers," 50 oonts.

a

AN OPEN LETTER TO EDUCATORS.
Tms letter is being sent to a number of the leading
educators in ~e land, and some exceedingly valua~•
replies will be published in T:e:E ETuDE. It will be interesting to know what distinguished college presidents will
have to say on these subjects. Our friends in the profes·
sion can do us a great favor by calling the attention of
college men to the importance of this letter:As an experienced and thoughtful educator, you areaware, no doubt, that the study of music occupies a con~
siderable share of the time of young ladies, and, to some
extent, of gentlemen also, throughout m08t of their
school years.
.
In behalf of its readers, TuE ETUDE would be obliged
for the expression of your personal opinion upon the
following aspects of the question, namely : 1. Is this time wasted, or not?
2. Does the attention given to music amount to the
diversion of just so much mental force from the work af
intellectual training, in such a way that music students
rank lower in their general studies, · than oth.e:rs of
similar natural powers of mind?
3. What is the difference between mastery in mu.sic
and intellectual quickness, certainty, and intenaity?
4. Does the study of music conduce to inteUecmality?
6. What is the proper educational relation between the
study of-art and mental training?
.\
6. What is your candid opinion of the mnsie&l p~
fession {l) as representatives of Art, (2) as educ&~
(8). as members of society, and (4) as speeifiea.llyaifle~
entiated types~' mental development?
.
THE ETUDE respectfully requests ofyou th~
of time nece88ary for answering the foregoing q~~
in the. belief that the discussion. here opened lfill~
thought, and rt»Jult in the productio11. of lJiatte~
interesting and instructive to• its . readenfi~•
pose~ . of practical teachers. of ~ulJi~> ~d . , ,
amateurs.
. . ·· · . . . .. •·. ·. • ..· ·. · ·•·. < ••..• ' •·
. Moreover, that it willcond~~ ev,.n~u~j.
mulation of ~e corret:t ph.U~o

IT is always our pleasurable duty to recommend suitable musical gifts to our patrons. Almost anything in
the musical line-wo9ld be acceptable, but there are some
things that seem more desirable than other things for
Christmas gifts. Among them we will mention· first the
· ·
· · h" ·
"I'll s· y
L' l
exqumte engra.vmg m t is 1stme,
mg ou a itt e
Song,''. which can be had, mounted ()n fine cardboard and
printed in}ndia ink, and sent in a strong tube by mail,
prepaid, for only 50 cents. It is for sale only by us.
0
A pleasing gift to an amateur is " Musical. Study at ~r~!h:r:if ; bet~;~r~d
Home," by J;Iai:vey, which is richly bound, and co~~n~ pline "~d b,et;w~il;t}i,~~Bt
in its.pages i~.te~sting r~ading for the ·m'1sic:loving ama~ a~d a.:~ •'1~J~t:;pi~~~to
teur.·•••Frice.tl.~! postpaid.
'l'hep.·epli,~;~;'~~
7
.A_
~tiaf~cto1:1,:~~e~~11i• "~al~u1:'1 '~f photo~r&i,>h8 · lh\0 .-~~~J)i~ ~?;·
~t.~b;~,,~at/~~~r'~t"~¥~· ~
:~~,··
'Of'the '
~·~a,t, . all~i~.~~·~·¥·~~f~~
l&a'ol'
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rate pieces of S{i;"umann, as the~' Grillen," "Traumeswirren," etc., from op. 12, two or three of the "Novelletten," etc. ; different Impromptus of Schubert, various
WHAT TO ~fEACH.
IN last issue we published a circular letter " To Piano pieces of Mendelssohn, as op. 7, op. 16, etc. ; by Mozart (as the A minor Rondo); by- Haydn (the C major
Teachers," calling on teachers to send in replies to a Fantasie, the F minor variations); by Weber (the Ponumber of'important questions, which, for the benefit of
etc.).
those who have not re';;.d or seen the article, we here
reprint. A variety of replies have been received from
.prominent pianists in different parts of the country, which
will from time to time appear in these columns. We
begin with the response of Arthur Foote, of Boston,
which is given in foll. The questions to which replies
are given are as follows:1. Into how many stages are you in the habit of
dividing the entire cmuse of study, from the beginning
to the most advanced?
2. Can you state the leading
That is, can you assign
pa1mcmuu
art of piano playing, as parw~ularly annrot>ruite
division?
8. Upon which do you most rely, Exercises,
or Pieces, for effecting the modifications of the
playing according to the new demands of each
4. If upon the two former mainly, what
. work, if any, are you in the habit of ac1co1npllsltun1g
means of pieces ?
5. Can you name fifteen or twenty
would regard as indispensable
the work of each grade ?
6. Which of these
ments or recreation?
manner of studies ?
7._If
too
give a
habit of using?
system of te'1hnics do you employ?

OUB!.DT PHASES OF PIANO TEAOHING.

EDITORS OF THE ETUDE : -

As my lessons are entirely with private
to Questions
really give no definite
Question 3.-I have
habit of writing
cises, etc.,
all
each pupil, in a ma.nuscr1pt
book, and
on them for gaining an 1mvu·1nv,~ment in
ways. "Studies," so-called, use
as I am obliged to, and try to use such
only in
P.ieces as
well-defined technical features, avoiding,
if possible, those that have not. For example, the last
movement of the Beethoven Sonata, op. 26, is as admimble a '' study '' as one could wish, and is music also.
The same is true of the first movement of op. 2, No. 3,
the first movement of op. 54, etc., of the Mendelssohn
Capriccio in E major (op. 33, No. 2), and fugue
major (from op. 17). As a special means of stu<Ping
proper employment of the pedal (especially of tlie "syn·
copated '' pedal), I constantly use, for example, the first
Song Without Words of Mendelssohn, the little Prelude
of Chopin in C minor, the B minor study of Heller (from
op. 46), the Nocturnes in E flat major, B major and F
minor of Chopin, the slow movement of Beethoven, op.
13, the Romanza in F sharp major of Schumann, the
Rubinstein Romance in E flat (op. 44) 1 and a little salon
piece of Godard, the " Reverie- Pastorale " (the last pf
these being perhaps the best of all for that one purpose,
and so attractive that a pupil will work for a long while

are not ideal;
possible
questions
into six stages at
other grades,
as most of my work
pupils have time for comparatively
practice, on account of other studies,
a pupil who could go beyond my 6th
never
grade. .As you will see, the grades
scale and
chord work, ear exercises,
and sight
my pup:Is study
reading. I also, whenever I can,
Harmony and read some good works musical hterature,
such as biographies and other interesting books pertaining to music.
"state the leading
2d. I don't know that
motive of each division." I
my motive all the way
musical rather than mere
through is to make
piano players ; so I
will not try to answer that
question, as I am sure should not do so satisfactorily to
you.
S~d· lhave always relied upon Exercises, Studies and
Pieces to accomplish what I desire in each grade, but I
think the mechanical work could be done by means of
exercises ( such as scales and other technical work) and
pieces, without studies. However, I am sure that, independently of the muscular discipline to be gained by
means of Etudes, the intellectual food that such as
Mathews' Phrasing, Bach's Preludes, Inventions, etc.,
Loeschhorn's and Heller's studies give, is indispensable.
4th. By means of pieces I aim generally to accomplish
the intellectual and recreative part of the work still
further.
5th. You will find in each grade t'he ''required pieces.''
I scarcely know whether you mean fifteen or twenty in
each grade or that many altogether, but I will send all.
I use many other excellent P.ieces besides those I send,
but do not require them, while I do require most of these
I send.
6th. In each grade I have put '' S." after each piece
I use as a study and '' R.'' after each I use as a recreation.
I have p~t R. S. after each I would use in both war,s.
8th. You will see by the grades that I use Kullak s 'and
Domer's Technics. For arpeggios I use Plaidy.
One thing I want to say, while I have made out the
grades after a good deal of revision, at different times, and
while they are now nearly as I wish them, they are not
as the law of the Medea an~ Persians, but whenever' it
may 11eem best to make a change I shall do so. I wish
to say too, that I do not treat all cases'JAl.like, and sometimes I omit some of the studies and use pieces instead .
Hoping this letter of answers .niay be clear and
satisfactory to you.
I remain,_yours truly,
M. SUS.AN MORRIS.

at it).
While I am not a believer in the careless use or studies,
merely because that is their name, it must still be admit
ted that a certain few studies by Cramer, Clementi,
Czerny, et al., are practically indispensable. For instance, there is noth'
.that can replace the fourth
Cramer study (the fourt in Blilow's editiollh or, in a
le88 degree, the first and seventh of the Moscheles, op.
70. But a pupil who ploughs through all or half of the
-Cramer studies, or worse, is ma.de to play every one of
the Moscheles, op. 70, simply wastes half his time.
4. No answer.
enough with
6. I really only consider myself
is one, lluch
nther adva.nced music to make a list.
u it ill:.
Reinhold, " Suite Mignonne ;" Bach. " Two· Voice
Inventions" (half a dozen of them); Bach, "Move·
ments from the French Suites·" Krause, "D minor
· Etude" (from op. 5); DuPont, z, Gavotte in G minor;"
Bach-St. Saens," Gavotte m B minor 1" Bennett," Ron·
do" (op. 84); Hiller, "Zur Guitarre.;" Wollenhaupt,
"Op._ 22, Nos..~, 6
Heller, "Hunting'1s()ng" {op.
88, No. 3); Gaae, ' Aqua.rrellen" (ol>.'._ HJ) ;--Chopin,
"The Easiest Nocturne, Polonaise and Waltz;'' Heller,
''Two Etudes" (op. 151); Rheinberger; "J~d" (op.
6); s.Jiulhotf, "Agitate;'\ Ra; "La Filense; 1 Saran,
Nos. 1 4 and 6 of'' Fanta.si~i:stUcke, 71 op. 2; Rubin·
• •in, ' 1Barearolle in F minor;" Handel, "Mo~ments
· from Suit.es;"'·' Chaconne, in G major;" Bach, "Italian
Co
... ··nee····•·" Reiueclc:e,
C
.. b.ro
... mat.ie.Fa.ntalia
an. d(op.
Fugue
"Miihr·
elien
"B
e"
20 ; Raff,
Dreyirohook,
'!~.Hilitai~" (wh
for technica. p,oints); Men·
GR.A.DE I.
ii• · " VaiU.tiona + ymphoniques ; ' Beethoven,
Elementary exercise$ from Howe's Piano Instructor
1~1i .. .·. . · ~V'~fions ·" '161d "&Ondo in E Flat"
or D. Krng's op .. 207, J. Low's Teacher and Pupil.
_....mrow
·. . . . . jtkm.·J..·• .••.&sides.•·•.·
of course, a number of
· .
~~en·SonatBS (someumea sm.cle movements); sepa· Matjor Scales in one octale. Finger exercises.
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Berens' op.
Two-Part Inventions
Domer's Technics.
and Transposition.
Hand Pieces, Bk. II.
Required Pieces. Rondo in A., R. and S., Haydn i
l . argo in G, arr. Parsons; R., Handel; Titania, S.,
Wely i Gi{lsey Rondo, R. and S., Ha.}'.:dn: Fantaisie in
A, op. 16, R., Mendelssohn; Waltz m E!>, R. and S.,
Durand; Les Adieux, S., Dussek; Minuet in B, Minor,
R., Schubert; Spring Song R., Mendelssohn; Salwelle, S., Ketterer; Scherzo from Aqna:rellen, R., Ga.de;
Humoreske from Aquarellen, S. and R., Ga.de; Ca.priccio from Aqna.rellen S. and R., Gade; Ba.rea.rolle
from Aqnarellen, R., Gade"; Ta.ra.ntelle in A!>, S. and R.,
Mills; Waltz.in D!>, op. 64, No. 11 S. and R., Chopin;
Sonata in F Minor, R., Beethoven; Little Prelude and
Fugue in E Minor, S., F. A. Porter; . Ta.ranteUe in A!>,
S. and R., Heller ; Polish Dance, op. 8, No. 1, R.,
Scha.rwenka; Schlummerliedt-..R., Schumann.

G1um1: vi.

Selections from Cramer's Studies (Billow). Bach's
Three-Pa.rt Inve!ill._ons. ·Clement.i's Gi.:adws. lieUer, OJ.>•
16. For Left..H&n<f;'Minuet by Rhei.nberger and Turners
Left-Hand Studies. Scales in double thirds. ArpeaJ.os
of' dom. and dim, seventh. Stgbt·rea
·
Required Plecu.--Fairy Story S.,
Sonata, op.
14, No. 2, R., Beethoven; . Pastore.le, arr. 'ta.usir,
Sc,.rla.tti ; SonataJ. op~ H, . No~ .I, R., . .
t\ ;

~p~~~j1~;2~§. ,1 ~~:rib'e°J.}tp~f!:f:ffJ··~ ;

1

Chopin; Novelette in F, ts. and B., SchuDWUlf'

ET UDE ..
Fant&etica, S., and R., Bargie!i La Fileuse, S., Rafi';
Waltz. in BP, R., Godard; Hunting ·Song, R., Men·
delssoh~;. Imprompt~, op. 142, No. 81 R., Schubert;
Sonata. in AP, R., Beethoven; _Toccata., in A, S.,
"· Paradies; Nocturne in G Minor, op. 87, R., Chopin;
Sonata. in BP, Mozart; Nocturne in Et1, R., Chopin;
Spinning Song, R., Mend~lssohn.

THE STUDY OF THE PIANO.
STUDENTS' MANUAL.
PRACTICAL COUNSELS.
BY H. PARENT.
(Translated from the French by III. A. Bientadt.)

169. In a phrase containing several parts, how
-is the relative importance of these parts
recognized
The importance of any part is recognized by
its melodic or harmonic interest. When there
are several parts, they should be aPranged in a
sort of perspective; the theme part forming a
first plan, and the accompanying parts forming
the second plan.
If there are several themes, the most important, that is to say the most interesting, takes
precedence.
If there are several accompanying parts, the
least important must be kept subordinate.*
170. How may the importance of accompany·
ing parts be recognized 1
Any accompanying part will find place under
<>ne of the three following categblies : Accompaniment/or base.
Accompaniment taking aform.
Accompaniment for filling up.
If it is an accompaniment for base (base
according to harmony), it ought to be played
with some prominence.
If the accompaniment has a form, it presents·
a melodic interest, inferior to that of the theme,
and it should not pass unnoticed.:,;
If the accompaniment is one for filling out,
either a repeating note or chord, it should be
made of less importance, so that there is only
heard a suggestion of the harmony that it
represents.t
171. What rdative degree of sonority ought
to be given to the notes of the same
phrasef
The importance of each note is ranked according1. To its place in the measure (the strong
beat or the weak).
2. To its length.
3. To its melodic or harmonic interest.
172. Cannot some general rules, suggested by
taste, be formulated for shadings and
accentuation f
Yes; a few general rules may be formulated
for this purpose.
.
.

r

RULES FOR ACCENTUATION.

1. A ccent t he note t hat comes on the strong
beat. This accent is stronger if the piece is
lively, and presents a collection of notes not
complicated in value, and that are symmetrically
!epro4&ced.
. . .....
·
2. Al'Cent 11U• dissonances
~ords,
simple
)
\ ..,..
notehs or appogg1aturas 'and dimirii~h the sound
on t e consonant
that
. . · note or
d. chord
•
l folloW's.· h
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ho Jution
ho oug
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al ways to
. · ·be . p Iay ed as 1 1t
re a ve Jt a
curvedline or:rhythn,iical slur.
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3. Accent all syncopation~ (chords or simple
notes), and observe strictly their true value.
4. Accent the chord which determines a modulation, that is to say, the chord that contains
the characteristic note of a new key.
5. Accent !.ightly the first note of all phrases,
members, and all small groups that present a
design-a form of any importance.*
The expression of any piece varying according to the movement in which it is played, a
word on the subject just here may not come
amiss.
6. Preserve from one end of a piece to the
other the general movement that is always indicated at the commencement, even in music
in which other signs for shading and accents are
wanting.t This movement is only to be modified if the nature of the composition requires it
(organ point<J and recitatives). These last
changes are almost always indicated, either accurately, or by the words ad libitnm, which leaves
the interpretation to the taste of the player.
It is sometimes admissible to retard slightly,
until the return of the motif.

10. Contrasts in shadings are advan~ly
employedJn bringing out unexpected modulations, and also for the re-entrances of· the. principal motif of a piece.
11. Trills~ grace notes, tu.ms, or embellish.;.
ments of any kind while receiving their own
proper interpretation, must partake of the general character of the piece in which they are
found.
12. Recapitulation. In whatever is written
in vocal style, mefudy is the ideal which mu8t
be brought out. In whatever is written in
instrumental style, the ideal is the oroheBt,ra.
Last Advice.--Students cannot be cautioned
too strongly against any tendency to exaggerate
the shadings and to vary the movements. The
limit that separates true expression from bad
taste, is difficult to point out and easy. to overstep; it is better to fall short of it than to go
beyond.*

*Pupils whose mechanism is already weU advanced,
would derive great benefit from practicing some exerci~
espe?ially_ for shading; f simple shading, p simple
shadrng, m crescendo and decrescendo. Accentuation
could also be applied to some exercises which then must
be studied legato and staccato. At first practice the
RULES FOR SHADINGS.
hands alike-then in contrary movement. It goes with~
out
saying that the customary practice of mechanism.ff
1. Give to each note a sound proportioned to should
go on at the same time, otherwise the solidity
its length, its pl,ace in the measure (strong or weak already acquired will soon diminish.

beat), and to its melodic or harmonic importance.
2. If the phrase is of an instrumental character, it is to be brought out with clearness; aH
notes that are intended to be struck together,
should be done so, absolutely, strictly; and the
contrasts and progressive shadings are to be
employed by preference.
3. If the phrase be of a vocal, character,
sweetness is the point to be sought. The shadFOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.
ings are more softened, the touch more mellow,
and the proper sonority well observed. (See
EST A BLISH ED IN 1883.
again No. 9, Chapter I).
4. Increase when the phrase is ascending,
diminish when it is descending; if the contrary PRICE $1.50 PER
shading be desired, as it is less natural, it should
15 CTS. SINGLE COPY.
be carefully indicated by the author or player.
5. Reach the for p by degrees. Great care
PRESSER,
is required in the progressions, so that they be
not commenced too soon, and that they be de- 1?'04 CHESTNUT STREET
veloped with due proportion.
PHILADELPHIA.
6. Symmetrical forms produced at stated
intervals require progressive shading. If the
course is ascending, commence p so as to be able
EDITORS.
to increase to the highest point in the form. If w• s• B • 1u
J OHN s• v+\.NCLi:V1il1
u1ATHEWS 7
the course is descending, commence quite!, so JoHN C. FILLMORE,
E. E. AuEs,
as to be able to diminish to the lowest point.
MRs. HELEN D. TRETBAR,
THEO. PRESSER.
7. Contrasts in shadings generally occur in
chords or runs when opposite effects are desired.
LIST OF. CONTRIBUTORS FOR 1889.
8. If the same phrase is reproduced twice in
H. c. MACDOUGAL.
succession, contrasts may be made from f top, B. BocKELMANN,
Jos. McLEAN,
HENRY H. MmuuLL,
or p to f. If the same phra8e is reproduced ~~B~~;3B~s:~ER,
HERBERT OI.DHAX,
rnore than twice in succession, it would be better GILMORE W. BRYANT,
RIDLEY PRENTICB,
to make a progressive shading, and give the CALVIN B. CADY,
JOHN R11:a:au.N,
I!
t
d
M. w. CHASE, .
HUGO RIEMANN,
pre1erence o a ore.seen o.
LEoNmAs E Coyu::.
F. L. RITTER,
9. If the passages are in the form of dialogue CARL E. CRAMER,
A.
Ro11n111:L,
they generallrrequire sharp contrasts.
WILLIAM H: DANA,
H. · B. Roni:, .
Make the highest phrase p, and the lower f. ~i:~E~~~ E~DY,
E. M. SEFTON,
W. H. Sail:~woo»,
On the piano this shading produces the best S; A. EMERY,
E. A: SMI'l'R.l
effect.
.AMY Fu,
ARTHUR Foou:,
W xx.soN •• G. ~xxm,
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We ha've over 200
of these ()pet&s, bound in paper oover; all are foreign,
with German, French or Italian words. Most of them
are. t}ie original editions, and are to be had only in
that form. • AU the most noted composers of Europe
are . amoUK tl{em. . Among the Operas are Martha,
Flotow; Star of the North, Meyerbeer; Favorita,
Donizetti; Stmdella, Flotow; Mirello, and Romeo
and Juliet, Gounod; Margolaine, Lecocq; Fm Diavolo,
Auber, and numerous others. Many of the1.1e
are marked as high as $10.00. We make a
~price of $1.00 each, and pay the postage. Please state
whether piano or vocal score is desired.
:&kn tl':Eanpe. A collection of
celebrated European composers,
only. Each volume contains from
by Italian and other cmnpc1oor·s.
postpaid. This is not onE~·Icmr1m
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FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN.
(With e:drn Violin part in sepuate binding.)

E. M. BOW
STEINWAY HALL,

0 50.

Contains compositions by the best authors, and
absolutely unequaled merit. They will be found equally
acceptable for concert performances or lir;;Lwin;r--roorim
pastime. The separate violin part relieves
formers of the discomfort of
from
Issued in the same careful
style

NEW YORK.

Classics.''

CON
TS~
ANDANTE AND MARCH .......................... BEETHOVEN
ANGEL'S SEH.ENADE ......................... ·•· ••••..•••• BRAGA
AVE MARIA .............................................. GOUNOD

g?:[J~~~~~E::::::::::::::::·::::.·:::::::::::::~~~~~~JI~
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INTERMEZZO ............ ,. ........................ MENDELSSOHN
MEDITATION ......................................... FAUCONIER
MENUETT .~ ........................................ BO{;CliERINI-,
MENUETTO ............................................... GOUNOD
MENUETTO .............................................. MOZART
NIGHTSONG ................................................. VOGT
NOCTURNE ..................................... MENDELSSOHN
PAVANE, LA .......................................... EICHBERG
PIZZICATI (Sylvia)...... . .. • • . ......................... DELlBFS
PRIERE, LA ............................................... ERNST
Rl!.'VERIE ............................................ FAUCONIER
ROMANCE ...................... : ..................... SCHUMANN
ROMANCE ............................................... HA LEVY
ROMANZA ................. · · ............................. KRAUSE
SERENADE ................ ; .•••••..•. -...................... TITTL
SERENADE ............................................ SCHUBERT
SERENADE .......... : .................................... HAYDEN
SERENA.TA ..........................................MOSZKOWSKI
SPIUNG'S A WAKENING ..................................... BACH
TRAUMERIE ......................................... S~UMANN

Price, In 8oard1, inchuUng
" Oloth,
"

FOR

part, $1.00 886.
"
f.50

~G~ SCHIRMER, JR.)

PUBLISHERS AND-IIPORTER8,
28 West Street;

Boston, Mass.

We will send our Catalogue of Music (the finest pubTeacher.
lished in this country), free, to
ACCourmi OPENED ON VERY
TEIU.~$.
All C:HU>HS Fili.ED THE DAY REc:1miEll!!!

IMPORTANT
Organists who wish to
themselves
English or
new Publications, French,
'can, for their instruments, can have
done,
charge, by sending us their names.
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WEBER MUSIC

McCHESNEY.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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OR SELF INSTRUCTION.

A Systematic
Practical Treatment
(Time) and Metrical Notation, in
other exercises.
work affords
for
the ability to
read and play correctly
a comparatively short

Direct~r.

1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

THE
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The Piano is for

PORTABLE.

SNOWFLAKE!
OPERA IN THREE .A.OTB,
WITH OllQINAL WORDS AlllD llUSIC,

t:oin1u.ete Libretto can be fumUh.ed on a"P1:>lic:atim
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